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Adaptation of Shakespeare’s plays is not new and occurred even in Shakespeare’s 
lifetime. What is new, however, is the increasing legitimisation of adaptation in the late-
twentieth century, a direct result of the rise of other forms of media, developments in 
academia, and the new social, political and cultural contexts that provided new material 
for adaptation to draw on. 
One particular area that has radically changed the way contemporary audiences 
approach Shakespeare is the rise of feminism. This thesis will study the adaptations, or 
hypertexts, of three of Shakespeare’s most prominent female characters; namely Ophelia, 
Desdemona and Juliet. The main concern of the thesis is what these texts say about the 
contemporary audience’s relationship to Shakespeare, and how they construct, think of, 
and reflect the position of women today in relation to Shakespeare. 
Though the main subject of the thesis is adaptation, the study requires that the 
academic, theoretical, and contextual debates that surround Shakespearean character 
fictions are adequately foregrounded. One of the main thematic concerns is, naturally, 
feminism in its various forms. Drawing attention to the different types of feminisms and 
the way they have developed, the thesis is also concerned with expanding the 
understanding of what the term “feminist adaptation” means. While some of these texts 
might not possess, and in fact often do not aspire to, the status of “literary texts”, as a 
body of work, however, they are important as cultural artefacts that bespeak the 
relationship that contemporary readers and writers have with Shakespeare. A study of 
these adaptations is an important part of the wider debates on Shakespeare, popular 
culture, and gender. 
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Introduction — The Politics of Adaptation: Contemporising Shakespeare’s Heroines  
 
Re-presenting Ophelia, Desdemona and Juliet: texts and contexts 
Mary Cowden Clarke’s The Girlhood of Shakespeare’s Heroines (Girlhood), published in 
1851, is one of the pioneering works of what literary critics term “character fictions” 
(Osbourne 116). This refers to a mode of narrating an already-established story that offers 
readers insight into its characters through a first- or limited third-person narration. 
Girlhood are novellas that elaborate on the early lives of Shakespeare’s female characters. 
In the Preface, Cowden Clarke explains the premise and design of the work as attempting 
to 
trace the probable antecedents in the history of some of Shakespeare’s 
women; to imagine the possible circumstances and influences of scene, 
event, and associate, surrounding the infant life of his heroines, which might 
have conducted to originate and foster these germs of character recognised in 
their maturity, as by him developed; to conjecture what might have been the 
first imperfect dawnings of that which he has shown us in the meridian blaze 
of perfection. (3, italics mine) 
Cowden Clarke uses verbs and nouns that suggest tentativeness to illustrate an important 
aspect of the wider phenomenon of adaptation:  it derives from the potentiality of gaps in 
the source text, emphasises an imaginative speculation, and establishes itself in relation to 
the source. In this case, Girlhood is situated firmly as secondary to Shakespeare’s 
“meridian blaze of perfection”. 
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This preliminary discussion of Girlhood illustrates two important points. Firstly, 
Shakespearean adaptations say more about the cultural contexts of their production than 
the Shakespearean text itself. In this instance, Girlhood is a cultural product of the 
Victorian period, reproducing their discourses of women (Osbourne 125) and revealing 
how “the romantic ideal [of children], somewhat vulgarised, was subtly and gradually 
transformed into the sentimental outlook so characteristic of mid-Victorians” (Altick qtd. 
in Hately 35). As an adaptation, Girlhood is both a means of producing Victorian ideals 
in children and an entry point into understanding the ideologies and contexts of the 
Victorian period.  
The second point is that Shakespearean adaptation, on top of its immediate 
cultural contexts, also engages with the ideological dimension. Since Cowden Clarke’s 
novellas present conventional female characters who possess “intellect combined with 
goodness and kindness” (Girlhood qtd. in Hately 36) — “goodness and kindness” being 
qualities that are still considered conventionally “feminine” — her fictions are hardly 
“feminist” in the academic sense. An important distinction must be made. “Feminism”, 
broadly speaking, denotes female empowerment, gender equality, challenging 
stereotypes, and liberation from patriarchal expectations while “academic feminism” 
suggests more theoretical and intellectual engagements with political, social, economic, 
and even linguistic discourses. Nevertheless, critics have argued that by endowing 
Shakespeare’s female characters with “rich lives of their own whose autonomy is 
impinged on by neither Shakespeare nor the man his play will make them love” 
(Auerbach qtd. in Hately 38), Cowden Clarke is a proto-feminist writer whose work 
“potentially embodies a resistance to the textual emphasis on a patrilineal inheritance of 
Shakespeare” (37). To an extent, Shakespeare becomes a signifier of the patriarchal 
literary canon that Cowden Clarke must appropriate for young women.  
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Character fictions: a mode of adaptation 
Contemporary writers have followed Cowden Clarke’s lead in employing the mode of the 
“character fiction” to “explain the interior psychological motives of particular characters” 
(Laurie Osbourne 116). Adaptations that adopt this narrative strategy will be the focus of 
this thesis. It should be stated that Shakespeare’s plays do not function as the “topic” of 
the discussion per se. Many other canonical writers and fictional works have undergone 
similar adaptive treatments, a notable example being how Jane Austen’s Pride and 
Prejudice has inspired numerous adaptations that center around Elizabeth or Mr Darcy.  
Shakespeare was chosen because of his centrality in contemporary culture today: 
he is our “cultural deity” (Levine 53) and remains “one of the privileged sites around 
which Western culture has struggled to authenticate and sustain itself” (Fischlin and 
Fortier 8).  Terence Hawkes has gone furthest in arguing in Meaning by Shakespeare 
(1992) that, instead of grounding their experience on the systems of patriarchy, religion, 
and science, as early as the Victorians, Western culture has tended to “mean by” 
Shakespeare. In other words, Shakespeare’s pervasive cultural influence results in values 
and identities that are based on interpretations of and engagements with Shakespeare. 
Shakespeare has displaced the previous modes of understanding to become culture’s 
“grand narrative” or “metanarrative”, defined as a “global or totalizing cultural narrative 
schema which orders and explains knowledge and experience” (Stephens 6).   
Shakespeare’s continued influence on society today makes adaptations of his 
work all the more significant. It is a given that character fictions of Shakespeare’s female 
characters will reflect new gender norms and express new attitudes and contexts in the 
twenty-first century. However, the “how” questions need to be addressed: how do 
contemporary writers negotiate seventeenth century attitudes towards women to re-create 
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the Shakespearean narrative today? How have the different waves of feminism impacted 
adaptation? How does genre affect the narrative? How has literary criticism affected 
creative re-tellings? And last but not least, how have the meaning of these works shifted 
and feature in our cultural imagination? This thesis attempts to address those questions 
through a close reading of Shakespearean adaptations focused on Ophelia from Hamlet, 
Desdemona from Othello and Juliet from Romeo and Juliet. 
”Hypertextuality” as more inclusive than “intertextuality” 
The phenomenon in which texts self-consciously refer to other texts is termed 
“intertextuality”. However, one cannot neglect the significance of the relationship 
between the Shakespearean adaptation and its contextual conditions. The rise of post-
1960s theoretical debates, which drew attention to the “larger forces that shaped 
production and reproduction in material culture” (Shaugnessy I) led to the notion of 
contesting the “grand narrative” and dominant discourses. Through the pioneering work 
of Julia Kristeva, Roland Barthes and Michael Riffaterre, “[a] literary work can actually 
no longer be considered original; if it were, it could have no meaning for its reader. It is 
only as part of prior discourses that any text derives meaning and significance” 
(Hutcheon, Politics 126). In other words, the contexts in which the adaptations are 
situated also influence their production and reception. Since all adaptation engages with 
an earlier text as a structural principle, all adaptation is, by definition, intertextual. Each 
intertextual reference reframes the significance of its original text when transposed onto 
another narrative, eroding the stability of its original meaning in the source text. In that 
manner, intertextuality as a narrative strategy invariably poses a challenge to the very 
source text it refers to. 
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 “Intertextuality” is now recognised by critics as one of the key indicators of a 
postmodern style and is more than simply texts referring to other texts. According to 
Fredric Jameson, intertextuality now functions as “a deliberate, built-in feature of the 
aesthetic effect, and as the operator of a new connotation of pastness” (199). Shakespeare 
signifies many things, but above all, he signifies the “pastness” that Jameson refers to. 
However, the term “intertextual” seems limited since it only acknowledges links between 
the Shakespearean source and its literary adaptation. “Intertextuality” as a term ignores 
the contribution of extra-textual links between texts — in other words, the social, 
political, and cultural contexts that likewise inform adaptation.  
Despite its apparent similarities to “intertextuality”, Gerard Genette’s notion of 
“hypertextuality” is more appropriate for the purposes of this thesis. Like intertextuality, 
hypertextuality refers to a phenomenon that unites “a text B (the hypertext) to an earlier 
text A (the hypotext), upon which it is grafted in a manner that is not that of commentary” 
(Genette 5). However, unlike intertextual texts, a hypertextual work entails a shift from 
the hypo- to hypertext that is “massive” and “more or less officially stated” (Genette 9). 
More importantly, hypertexts delineate the relationship between texts in terms of a larger 
network of previous texts (Allen 108). This broader definition recognises a key 
distinguishing feature of twentieth-century adaptations: while Shakespeare might function 
as the main hypotext, adaptations must also be read in relation to other extra-textual 
sources such as earlier adaptations, academic texts, and diverse social and historical 
contexts.  
Martha Tuck Rozett has argued in Talking Back to Shakespeare that it is now 
understood that Shakespeare’s plays are essentially unstable, culturally determined 
constructs that are capable of acquiring new meanings and forms through adaptation 
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(1994). Just as the term “adaptation” comes from a Latin word adaptare — meaning to 
“fit” into a new context (Fischlin and Fortier 3) — Shakespearean character fiction is 
adapted into contemporary social, political and cultural milieu. Returning to Cowden 
Clarke’s Girlhood, it is clear that Shakespeare is adapted to cater to both the Victorian 
sensibility and the reading audience of young women. The immediate specificities that 
influence an adaptation have been termed “context conditions” (Hutcheon, Theory 145).   
Since not all the texts in this thesis conform to the strict theoretical definitions of 
“adaptation”, “hypertexts” is used to refer more broadly to the different forms that 
adaptation can take. For example, some of the texts included in the thesis are character 
fictions that might be more precisely labelled “appropriation”, defined as texts that affect 
“a more decisive journey away from the informing source into a wholly new cultural 
product” (Sanders 26). “Appropriations” also usually include the “intellectual 
juxtaposition of one text against another” (Sanders 26). In other words, “appropriations” 
tend not to adopt wholesale the characters, narrative structures, or events of the hypotext. 
Another term that should be explicated is the “embedded text”, used to describe a 
narrative strategy of adaptation in which the hypotext is also operating in the fictional 
world of the narrative (Sanders 28). For example, Shakespeare’s play functions as an 
“embedded text” in The Juliet Club (2008) when Kate Sanderson studies Romeo and 
Juliet for her summer camp; in this case, the novel itself cannot be strictly defined as an 
“adaptation”. 
Resisting Shakespeare and the “grand narrative”  
In the postmodern age, “[t]he grand narrative has lost its credibility” (Lyotard 64). The 
proliferation of Shakespearean adaptation can then be read as an expression of the 
postmodern condition of “skepticism toward metanarratives” (Jameson 1991) or a 
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collapse of the “grand narrative” (Lyotard 1979). Since Shakespeare is one of the “grand 
narratives” of contemporary culture, adaptations are often invested in contesting the 
established meanings of his plays. Shakespearean adaptation then functions as 
one mode of reappropriating and reformulating — with significant changes 
— the dominant white, male, middle-class, European culture. It does not 
reject it, for it cannot. It signals its dependence by its use of the canon, but 
asserts its rebellion through ironic abuse of it. (Hutcheon, Theory 12)  
The “white, male, middle-class [and] European” cultures that Hutcheon identifies are 
exactly the “metanarratives” that Shakespeare represents. One way authors assert 
“rebellion” is by re-reading Shakespeare via new discourses that challenge the dominant 
metanarrative.  
 In opposition to the “white, male, middle-class, European culture” are categories 
such as “black”, “feminist”, “Marxist” or “lower-class”, and “postcolonial” or “Oriental”. 
However, before going into detailed analysis of how each of these discourses resist 
aspects of Shakespearean readings, it is important to foreground how ideological 
Shakespearean adaptation is an indirect result of the twentieth century 
“professionalisation of Shakespeare study” (Lanier 39).  
Shakespeare studies: new contexts and sources 
Shakespeare studies became institutionalised when Shakespeare’s appearance on British 
civil service examinations led to a demand for a “class of scholarly experts to make 
Shakespeare fit to be taught and tested” (Lanier 40). Since then, Shakespeare has been a 
compulsory element of every generation’s cultural imagination and Shakespearean 
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scholarship continues to be one of the most hotly contested fields of study in academic 
circles today. 
This professionalisation has led to new narrative premises for Shakespearean 
adaptations; in fact, the “current novels that employ academic rather than Shakespearean 
contexts” only emerged in the twentieth century as a response to the rise of Shakespeare 
studies (Osbourne 115). Adaptation also shifted from theatrical contexts (in which a 
staging of a Shakespearean play is featured) to academic contexts (in which a discussion 
of the Shakespearean text occurs). For example, the protagonist of Ann-Marie 
MacDonald’s Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet) (1998) is a university 
professor working on Shakespeare’s sources, and all three of the main characters in 
Djanet Sears’ Harlem Duet (1997) have undergone academic training. In Suzanne 
Harper’s The Juliet Club (2008), the rival houses of Shakespeare’s Montague and Capulet 
find their contemporary equivalent in the different approaches to studying Shakespeare 
exemplified by Professor Sanderson and Professoressa Marchese. In such instances, 
characters often use critical lenses to comment on Shakespeare’s texts. Consequently, the 
adaptations themselves often function self-consciously as meta-commentaries on the 




Character fictions as “wilful”, “deliberate” or “unintentional” misreadings  
More importantly, however, is how the professionalisation of Shakespeare studies meant 
that theoretical academic developments become source material for fictional adaptation. 
Inherent in the mode of the character fiction is the ability to generate alternative 
“readings” of the events in the hypotext and reveals the characters’ “interior 
psychological motives and developments” (Osbourne 116). On top of modifying the 
narrative “point of view”, character fictions also “consist [of] investing [the protagonist] 
— by way of pragmatic or psychological transformation — with a more significant 
and/or more ‘attractive’ role in the value system of the hypertext than was the case in the 
hypotext” (Genette 343). This works in conjunction with what Genette terms 
“transmotivation”, the process of conferring characters with “motivations lacking [or 
suppressed or elided] in the hypotext” (Allen 110).  
Through these two processes, character fiction also “take[s] upon itself to 
disclose means (i.e. through motives) that tradition had not imagined” (Genette 331). In 
other words, reframing narratives from an alternative perspective means that character 
fictions “typically pursue ideological readings” which allow the “constrained characters 
[to] provoke appropriative responses that validate new artistry or expose ideological 
contexts” (Osbourne 118). This narrative strategy works together with the sophisticated 
theoretical debates to energise the texts’ politics, working doubly hard to construct an 
adaptation that has an ideological point to make.  
Of course, these debates are themselves a direct result of international socio-
political changes in the twentieth century, such as the feminist movement and post-war  
independence of colonial countries. Gendered character fictions mirror socio-political 
reality and allow women to displace men at the “centre” of the text. At the same time, the 
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prominence of Shakespeare studies means that gendered fictions may also engage with 
historical or theoretical approaches to feminism; some character fictions even evoke 
Renaissance notions of femininity to critically re-evaluate Shakespeare’s politics.  
Contemporary re-interpretations of The Tempest’s Caliban serve as an excellent 
example of how ideologically-motivated character fiction is informed by developments in 
Shakespeare studies — postcolonial criticism in particular. Due to The Tempest’s 
engagement with colonial discourse, many character fiction adaptations have portrayed 
Caliban sympathetically, as the enslaved native resisting the domination of his colonial 
master, Prospero. Aimé Césaire’s Une Tempête (1969), for example, offers Caliban’s 
perspective by resituating Shakespeare’s play “within the contemporary aftermath of the 
colonialism Shakespeare seems to endorse” (Lanier 47). The re-evaluation of the 
Prospero-Caliban relationship has been exhaustively documented and the characters 
in The Tempest now function as “interpretive touchstones” for writers from postcolonial 
countries like Canada, Australia and South Africa (Cartelli 106).  
By reframing Shakespeare’s play from the point-of-view of a previously vilified 
character, the adaptations elicit sympathy for Caliban at the level of fiction. Another type 
of aggression occurs at an ideological level as the authors “use” and “abuse” The Tempest 
to assert their “rebellion” against Shakespeare’s text. Martha Tuck Rozett uses the phrase 
“talk back” to characterise this dialogue with the Shakespearean source: ideologically 
motivated adaptations function like “an assertive adolescent, visibly and volubly talking 
back to the parent in iconoclastic, outrageous, yet intensely serious ways” (Rozett 5).  At 
the same time, these Caliban character fictions can only be understood fully in social and 
intellectual contexts sensitive to postcolonial and multicultural politics. As adaptations, 
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they, like Caliban, reproduce postcolonial ideologies that are resistant to Shakespeare’s 
perceived colonialism. 
The narrative strategy of character fiction is often portrayed as operating to bring 
out and emphasise the repressive and patriarchal values of Shakespeare’s text. However, 
one must note that adaptations often also work by reading patriarchal values into 
Shakespeare’s play, producing meaning through a “wilful misreading” (Sanders 49) or a 
“deliberate or unintentional” (Lewes xiii) misreading of the source text. In other words, 
adaptations have the creative licence to resist what Shakespeare might not have himself 
intended. 
Just as the Caliban character fictions retrieve the native’s story from colonial 
discourse, the female character fictions in this thesis attempt to retrieve the “woman’s 
story from the male centered text” (Sanders 46) and “talk back” to Shakespeare as a 
perceived embodiment of conservative politics (Sanders 46). It must be noted that like 
Mary Cowden Clarke’s Girlhood, a text that concentrates on the woman’s story is not 
automatically “feminist”, although gendered adaptation of canonical works can work, as 
an artistic enterprise, as a “challenge [to] male traditions in art” (Hutcheon, Theory 19). 
Just as Auerbach views Girlhood as potentially embodying “a resistance to the textual 
emphasis on a patrilineal inheritance of Shakespeare” (37), female authors may be able to 
establish a new feminist, or feminine, literary tradition by producing work that contests 
Shakespeare’s authority. Hutcheon’s distinction of adaptation as both “product” and 
“process” is useful here: while the gendered adaptation, as a “product” like Girlhood, is 
not necessarily “feminist”, gendered adaptation, as a “process” that challenges patriarchal 
literary influence, is. 
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 The professionalization of Shakespeare studies has also resulted in another 
informing source for character fictions: character criticism. As Mark Currie argues in 
Metafiction (1995), the line between fiction and academic texts is blurred in postmodern 
narrative strategies. However, this ambiguity stretches further back to include the first 
character fiction. Mary Cowden Clarke, author of Girlhood, was also one of the first 
female academics and editors of Shakespeare’s plays (Thompson and Roberts 3). 
Likewise, the authors of Ophelia and Dating Hamlet are both teachers of Shakespeare. 
Any analysis of character fictions must examine these hypertexts in close alliance to 
academic criticism as authors familiar with Shakespearean contexts and criticism often 
incorporate these elements into their fictional re-workings. In fact, critics have argued 
that character fictions, by “entering the text from the perspective of a particular character, 
and therefore from a new angle, can [also] at times seem to be a very outmoded form of 
‘character criticism’” (Desmet and Sawyer qtd. in Sanders 49). Hutcheon describes the 
process of adaptation as first “interpret[ing] the hypotext” and then “creat[ing] the 
hypertext” (Theory 8) and adaptors can draw on the extensive character criticism 
available to execute the first step of adaptation. The three chapters in this thesis will refer 
to important character studies of Ophelia, Desdemona and Juliet, reading them as 
hypotexts that inform the contemporary adaptations.  
Re-presenting Shakespeare’s young women today 
In order to give this thesis greater focus, the study will be restricted to three characters — 
Ophelia from Hamlet, Desdemona from Othello and Juliet from Romeo and Juliet. This is 
partly a pragmatic decision since they are three of Shakespeare’s most well-known 
female figures and have consequently been represented most frequently in adaptation. A 
closer look at these three characters frames their importance in the analysis of gendered 
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adaptation. There are notable similarities between Ophelia, Desdemona and Juliet: they 
are young, have a meddling father and are each in love with someone who is explicitly 
forbidden to them by patriarchal figures or structures. Consequently, they have 
conventionally been read as tragic, love-stricken women whose dramatic and violent 
deaths are partially attributed to conditions such as misogynistic attitudes, sexual 
surveillance and parental control. Their tragedy as women gives contemporary adaptors 
more impetus to re-present them in a contemporary context sensitive to feminist 
discourse. 
 Despite the increasing prominence of the field of Shakespearean adaptation, there 
remains a lack of scholarship on the specific adaptive mode of character fictions. Linda 
Hutcheon’s Theory and Julie Sander’s Adaptation and Appropriation (2006) offer useful 
theoretical and practical approaches to adaptation but remain generic. A majority of 
scholarship on Shakespearean adaptation also continues to focus on the performance 
aspects of film or theatrical adaptation. Regrettably, the few studies of literary adaptation 
prefer extended case studies of individual texts over comparative studies, thereby limiting 
the extent to which one can extrapolate insights to the larger context of Shakespearean 
adaptation. Another tendency in scholarship is to continually revisit the few established 
adaptations; for example, critics turned to Jane Smiley’s A Thousand Acres (1991), an 
adaptation of King Lear, after it was endorsed by the Pulitzer Prize.  
In contrast, popular adaptations of Shakespeare are still subject to the “negatively 
judgmental rhetoric” that confronts popular culture (Hutcheon, Theory 30). The general 
consensus that popular adaptations of Shakespeare are motivated only by commercial 
profit remains. Indeed, many of the popular fiction texts in this discussion fall outside the 
category of “literary” fiction. At the heart of this thesis, however, is an interest in 
establishing the cultural significance of these texts as sites of contestation for 
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contemporary women who, in reconstructing Shakespeare’s female characters, 
reconstruct themselves. Popular fiction, maybe even more so than literary fiction, reflects 
the way cultural memory and the cultural shorthand of Shakespeare’s women characters 
shift, “cultural shorthand” being a conventionally accepted cultural motif that is “rarely 
stable [and] change[s] over time” (Burt 411). It is evident that target audiences of popular 
Shakespearean adaptation are not required to have a real experience of Shakespeare’s text 
and often rely on what John Ellis terms “a generally circulated cultural memory” (qtd. in 
Hutcheon, Theory 122). However, Shakespeare and popular culture studies tend to 
overlook popular fiction, often preferring to focus on Shakespeare’s presence in musicals, 
television, popular songs and comic books. 
Current studies of adaptations featuring Ophelia, Juliet and Desdemona have not 
focused specifically on the representations of these female characters; discussions 
continue to be general, and revolve around the text as an adaptation. Furthermore, the 
literature on adaptations of Hamlet, Othello and Romeo and Juliet often engages with 
fairly predictable themes. For example, Othello adaptations tend to enjoy more critical 
attention because of the text’s engagement with current issues like postcolonialism and 
race. However, there have been no attempts to situate Desdemona’s problematic position 
within these adaptations or highlight how she negotiates her position within the 
intersections of feminism and race. Another example of uneven critical treatment is the 
tendency to be blindsided by commercial success as a barometer of the text’s value. Due 
to the cultural impact of Baz Luhrmann’s William Shakespeare’s Romeo+Juliet (1996), 
acclaimed as the “most influential Shakespeare film of the 1990s” (Lanier 48), adaptation 
studies of Romeo and Juliet over-emphasise the film adaptations and their relationship 
with youth culture. Lastly, despite the diversity of adaptation, Ophelia adaptations have 
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enjoyed almost no critical attention. This might be attributed to the lack of scholarship in 
Young Adult fiction, the genre in which many of the texts are produced. 
This thesis will attempt to supplement the gaps in the literature and go beyond the 
conventional approaches to studying Ophelia, Desdemona and Juliet in adaptation. The 
chapters are centered around the depiction of the female characters rather than the 
Shakespearean plays, each chapter’s discussion focusing on approximately three 
hypertexts. This comparative approach hopes to offer generalised insight into popular 
culture’s perception of each character and her continued relevance today. The inclusive 
approach toward which texts were selected for study has meant that there was no 
straightforward way to locate the various texts. Daniel Fischlin and Mark 
Fortier’s Adaptations of Shakespeare (2000) was crucial: Paula Vogel’s Desdemona: A 
play about a Handkerchief (1979) and Djanet Sear’s Harlem Duet (1998) were part of the 
anthology’s twelve featured plays, while the “Further Adaptations” section recommended 
Murray Carlin’s Not Now, Sweet Desdemona (1969) and Ann-Marie 
MacDonald’s Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet) (2005). Richard 
Burt’s Shakespeare after Shakespeare (2007), composed of 3,819 entries, included Lisa 
Fiedler’s Dating Hamlet (2004). A search of the library catalogue led to David 
Bergantino’s Hamlet II while the other popular fiction texts turned up through the 
Internet. 
Chapter breakdown: character, theme and focus 
Unlike Girlhood, these hypertexts are less concerned with confirming the innocence or 
victimisation of the women than with conferring agency and power on them. The texts 
and the authors also do not display Cowden Clarke’s tentative attitude of reverence 
toward Shakespeare and his texts. Rather, these texts position themselves as equals to or 
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usurpers of Shakespeare’s status and are no longer contented with merely supplementing 
Shakespeare’s texts. The adaptations challenge conservative culture — previous 
adaptations, gender roles, established academic discourse — through an engagement with 
an embodiment of conservatism itself, Shakespeare. Character fictions can chart the 
cultural shifts in perceptions of gender, race and love and each chapter addresses different 
themes, genres, and types of feminism(s). Ultimately, this thesis reads how contemporary 
audiences “read” Shakespeare in the light of gender politics, racial politics, and social 
politics. 
 The first chapter illustrates how adaptations of Shakespeare’s Ophelia inculcate 
gender expectations in teenage girls through Young Adult fiction. Critics have noted that 
adaptations of Ophelia often center around two themes; she is often “implicated in 
materials that engage with societal concerns involving gender, generational conflict, 
racial identity and sexuality” (Buhler 150) and the hypertexts are predominantly 
concerned with notions of horror, revenge, and madness (Sage 33). The first section will 
look at how the Young Adult romance novel functions like a bildungsroman to engage 
with authors’ construction of young women and teenage concerns such as gender, 
parental surveillance, and romantic dilemmas. The second section looks at how 
contemporary horror fiction parodies the Renaissance revenge tragedy. These are 
“postfeminist” texts that call for a feminism that occupies the middle ground between 
defeatist passivity and the stridency of radical feminism.  
 Chapter Two delves into racial politics with Desdemona character fictions re-
inventing her as both an angel and a devil. Given the place of Othello in Western 
mythologies about race, adaptations of the play are often expected to deal with racially 
inflected forms of cultural expression (Buhler 171). While race does inform the discourse 
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of these dramatic adaptations (the only chapter to feature solely plays), these issues have 
private rather than social implications. At the same time, these adaptations illustrate how 
socio-economic conditions infringe upon romantic relationships, blurring the distinction 
between the public and the private. Even though Desdemona is at the dramatic centre of 
the adaptations discussed, she is depicted as a morally ambiguous oppressor of the 
marginalised positions the sympathies of these three texts lie with: the black man, the 
black woman, and women from the lower-classes. These adaptations’ feminist politics 
seem to coincide with the anxieties of second-wave feminism: privileged, white 
feminism, represented by Desdemona, is called into question when it intersects with 
women of different races and classes.   
The Juliet character fictions in Chapter Three move beyond the conventional 
discussions of Romeo and Juliet’s association with youth, romantic love, and familial 
discord to engage with nostalgia and irony, the means by which a revisiting of the past 
gains critical distance. This chapter explores postmodernism’s nostalgic desire for the 
past as the protagonists both desire yet cannot entirely access Shakespeare’s source text, 
Italy and history. The tensions and contradictions of nostalgia play out through the 
protagonists, who often serve as proxies of Shakespeare’s Juliet. While there is no strict 
discussion of feminism in this chapter, the texts engage with how women re-evaluate 
“love” in the present, cynical age. The contemporary climate is presented as 
commercialised, fragmented and unsatisfactory while the past is associated with romance, 
innocence and “truth”.  Through an interaction with Romeo and Juliet, it seems like the 




 These contemporary character fictions are modelled on their Victorian precedent, 
Mary Cowden Clarke’s The Girlhood of Shakespeare’s Heroines, and are invested in 
exploring the psychology, growth, desires, and anxieties of Shakespeare’s female 
characters. At the same time, the thesis is interested in the multiple narrative possibilities 
that Shakespearean “character fiction” offers. The order of the chapters also charts the 
increasing sophistication of the adaptive strategies. The Ophelia hypertexts most easily 
map onto the conventional notion of “character fictions” in which the events in the 
Shakespearean hypotext are narrated from the perspective of Ophelia. Of the three 
Desdemona hypertexts, one play is similarly set in the same location, period and time 
frame as Shakespeare’s Othello, telling the story from the women’s backroom. However, 
the other two re-enact Shakespeare’s Othello narrative in different political and social 
contexts, South Africa and Harlem, effectively engaging with two periods of racial and 
political tension — Apartheid and the Civil Rights movement respectively. Lastly, the 
Juliet hypertexts employ a structural principle that consists of two narrative threads. The 
Romeo and Juliet narrative remains stable, but the contemporary protagonists, through 
interacting with the source text, are empowered into altering their present circumstances.  
 In all three chapters, the hypertexts are premised on Shakespeare’s texts 
functioning as signifiers of conservative values, serving to represent patriarchy, white 
dominance and romantic love respectively. However, each chapter will demonstrate how 
the contemporary writers unpack, negotiate, and engage with these ideological 
dimensions. The thesis will also attempt to demonstrate how contemporary gendered 
adaptations self-consciously resist the very genre conventions, academic criticism, and 
ideological discourses that inform them. These contemporary representations of Ophelia, 
Desdemona, and Juliet challenge conventional male expectations of female virtue; these 
female characters are now free to be duplicitous, rebellious, or even completely flighty.  
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Chapter One – Ophelia in Young Adult Fiction: Constructing the Post-feminist 
Teenager  
 
From victim to victor: Ophelia reinvented as an empowered teenage girl 
Ophelia (2007), a Young Adult novel, was produced in a spirit of defiance. The author 
writes: 
Whenever I taught Hamlet I found that students shared my disappointment 
that Shakespeare’s Ophelia was such a passive character .... The film 
versions of the play, which many readers have seen, focus on her naïveté and 
madness. Well, if Ophelia was so dim, what on earth made Hamlet fall in 
love with her? (“A Conversation with Lisa Klein” 2) 
Set within the same narrative framework as Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Ophelia demonstrates 
Ophelia’s feminine cunning and presents a strong female protagonist from within the 
confines of the patriarchal text. Klein justifies her fresh characterisation by appealing to 
her knowledge of Renaissance contexts, stating that an intelligent and resourceful Ophelia 
is “not out of the realm of possibility for a young woman of Shakespeare’s day” (“A 
Conversation” 5). Lisa Fiedler, the author of Dating Hamlet: Ophelia’s Story (2002), 
declares a similar recuperative impetus: she wanted to give Ophelia “the guts to change 
[her] own destiny” (Sleeve). Fiedler and Klein’s revisionist agendas illustrate aspects of a 
wider phenomenon: by re-presenting Ophelia as a figure of agency rather than a victim of 
consequence, character fictions are invested in overturning patriarchal representations of 
weak women.  
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 As the “most famous of Shakespeare’s victimized women” (Hulbert 199), it is not 
hard to see why Ophelia lends herself readily to feminist adaptation: in Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet she is fiercely guarded by Laertes, manipulated by Polonius and Claudius, and 
loved and abused by Hamlet. It is clear that Shakespeare’s Ophelia is not only a victim of 
male abandonment, she also has “no [female] confidante: no Nurse, no Emilia, no Celia, 
and no Beatrice” (Hulbert 210). Despite Gertrude’s feminine presence in Hamlet, she is 
no mentor to Ophelia and even prefers not to see Ophelia in her state of madness (4.2). 
Furthermore, Ophelia is characterised by passivity; exemplified in her death by drowning. 
Ophelia puts up no resistance against “her garments [which] pull’d the poor wretch” 
(5.1).  
At the same time, the term “feminist adaptation” does not quite fit the texts 
discussed in this chapter — Rebecca Reisert’s Ophelia’s Revenge (2003), Lisa Klein’s 
Ophelia (2006), Lisa Fiedler’s Dating Hamlet (2002), and David Bergantino’s Hamlet II: 
The Revenge of Ophelia (2003). Although Ophelia is conferred agency and possesses 
certain feminist ideas of empowerment, these popular fiction texts focus more on the 
realm of the personal rather than social, and are not interested in notions of marginality, 
breaking down of gender binaries, or “rally[ing] for change in the patriarchal system” 
(Hutcheon, Postmodernism and Feminism 190). More importantly, there is a strong 
strand of conservatism in these texts: not only are the female relationships in the texts 
never ends in themselves, the Ophelias’ sense of identity remain based on a male figure 
through a romantic or familial relationship.   
In fact, these hypertexts seem to be “in line with the prejudice in favour of the 
married state over chastity” (136), sanctioning the patriarchal belief that “marriage and 
fruitfulness are seen as a woman’s natural destiny” (Mann 138). Klein’s Ophelia initially 
sees herself as attached to a male figure, her allegiance must be transferred from one man 
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to another: “The lie I gave my father was in truth the vow I gave Hamlet. I had given 
everything to Hamlet. He, not my father, was now my lord” (109). In Fiedler’s narrative, 
in which Hamlet survives, Ophelia leaves Denmark together with him. But in the other 
two texts where Hamlet dies, his position as Ophelia’s romantic interest is taken up 
quickly by another man: Reisert’s Ophelia escapes Denmark with her childhood friend, 
Rangor (518), and Klein’s Ophelia ends up with Horatio (323). This dependence on a 
man is expressed explicitly; in all texts, Ophelia feels a sense of relief at having found a 
romantic partner to rely on. Even in Bergantino’s novel Hamlet II, in which Ophelia dies, 
the desire for a relationship is merely deferred to the afterlife: she is united with Hamlet’s 
soul after Cameron dies. In Burgen’s play Ophelia’s Revenge (2010), Ophelia dies in 
front of Polonius’s grave, having fulfilled her filial duty to take revenge on his behalf. It 
seems like even the contemporary Ophelia cannot escape from basing her identity on a 
relationship with a man. 
Furthermore, female communities that function as safe havens are depicted as 
merely temporary: Klein’s Ophelia enjoys the peace at the nunnery in France but is quick 
to leave the women to be a mother to Hamlet’s baby and a wife to Horatio (327). A 
romantic relationship takes categorical precedence over female relationships: Reisert’s 
Ophelia’s foster mother abandons Ophelia to be with her lover (80–1) while Fiedler’s 
Ophelia leaves her friend, Anne, to follow Hamlet to Verona (175). Regardless of its 
genre as bildungsroman or horror, the Ophelias continue to sustain a “frequent 
relationship to the principal male character as wife, mother, or daughter” (Mann 124) and 
seem to ratify the patriarchal notion that women will always be dependent on men.  
The texts’ professed interest in feminist empowerment seems to be at odds with 
its conservative politics. This chapter argues that this tension can be resolved by paying 
attention to two aspects of the texts: firstly, the impulse behind these texts should be 
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considered “postfeminist” rather than “feminist” as adhering to the more open term 
allows for more broad readings of what constitutes feminism in the contemporary age; 
secondly, the texts included in the chapter are in the form of Young Adult fiction, 
meaning that Shakespeare’s Hamlet is forced to conform to certain narrative conventions 
of the genre. This chapter will first elaborate on what “postfeminist” is and then define 
“Young Adult fiction”. I will then demonstrate how the two key features of the texts are 
brought together to construct the ideal female teenager in the contemporary age. 
“Postfeminism” in Young Adult Fiction 
Attributing the texts’ conservatism toward Ophelia’s relationship with men to the 
“failure” of feminism assumes a monolithic interpretation of what “feminism” entails. 
Since “feminism” itself has never achieved a “universally accepted agenda and meaning 
against which one could measure the benefits and/or failings of its post- offshoot” (Genz 
and Braton 4), the term “postfeminism” has been widely debated and has been claimed 
and appropriated by various theorists to denote a variety of post-1990s cultural 
phenomena. In fact, Stephanie Genz and Benjamin Braton identify at least eight types of 
“postfeminism”, some of which include conservative backlash against radical feminism, 
popular media representations of “Girl Power”, third-wave feminism and/or 
postmodern/poststructuralist feminism (2009). Some critics have defined postfeminism as 
a more moderate position: women can now have both female empowerment and their 
femininity, “female desires such as romantic love, and the domestic spheres of the home 
and family” (Genz and Braton 13–5). For the purposes of this chapter, “postfeminism” 
will mark a compromise between radical, political feminism, and traditional gender roles. 
A discussion of how the contemporary Ophelias can have the “best of both worlds” will 
take place in the second half of this chapter. 
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Before delving into that discussion, however, one must consider how genre 
factors into the construction of these texts. The Ophelia hypertexts discussed in this 
chapter are categorised as Young Adult (YA) fiction, dated by scholars to the publication 
of S.E. Hinton’s The Outsiders in 1967 (Trupe xi). Since then, the genre has thrived and 
continues to cater to a demographic of readers from the ages of twelve to seventeen. The 
proliferation of Ophelia Young Adult novels may be attributed to the way the age of the 
protagonist matches the reader demographics of the genre.  
The multiple Ophelia hypertexts can also be read as a commercial response to the 
already ubiquitous cultural associations of Ophelia with adolescent girls. Ophelia as the 
cultural shorthand for adolescent girls gained formal cultural currency and “invaded 
psychological pop culture” (Hulbert 199) with the publication of Mary Pipher’s best-
selling social inquiry, Reviving Ophelia: Saving the Selves of Adolescent Girls (1995). In 
her book, Pipher uses Shakespeare’s Ophelia as a metaphor for the sufferings of 
contemporary teenage girls. Like today’s girl, Ophelia is passive, malleable, and is 
defined in “terms that include the men around her”: she is Hamlet’s love interest, 
Laertes’s sister, and Polonius’s daughter (Hulber 202). The contemporary teenager’s 
experiences parallels that of Shakespeare’s Ophelia: romantic rejection, parental 
pressures, depression, and suicide. Ophelia’s death by drowning also functions 
metaphorically in Reviving Ophelia, with Pipher suggesting that teenage girls need to be 
saved from “drowning” in the expectations of their parents, friends, teachers and the mass 
media (204). Although Hulbert argues that Pipher unfairly transposes Ophelia’s 
experience onto that of contemporary adolescent girls (208), the accuracy of the metaphor 
remains an academic question. In the cultural sphere, Pipher’s work was successful in 
transferring Ophelia from the domain of the literary into the popular imagination.  
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As Young Adult fiction, the four main texts discussed in this chapter might be a 
part of what Hulbert terms an “obligatory parade of reactionary works that employed the 
term ‘Ophelia’ to refer to the teenage self” (200). However, Hulbert’s dismissive attitude 
overlooks the culturally significant ways in which these texts construct and reflect the 
struggles, experiences, and desires of contemporary teenage girls. Though scholars debate 
the extent to which Young Adult fiction is meant to educate its readers, there remains a 
degree of having to mix “instruction with delight” (Newman qtd. in Stanl, et. al 2).  After 
all, the genre is premised on the notion that leisure reading is a means of socialising 
young people and producing “a model of what society desired for [readers]” (Egoff qtd. 
in Stahl, et. al 1). As expected for a readership in its teenage years, one of the main 
themes of the genre is the notion of growing up; Young Adult fiction is “unlikely to 
function independently of the powerful naturalising themes of growth, development and 
maturation” (Richards 11). Young readers are often expected to learn from the 
experiences of the (often) young protagonist. These texts, by reconstructing Ophelia as 
empowered, also construct her as a role model for young female readers. 
Bearing in mind the conventions of the genre, the first section of this chapter will 
focus on Reisert’s Ophelia’s Revenge, Klein’s Ophelia, and Fiedler’s Dating Hamlet as 
bildungsromans or “coming-of-age” novels, and address how the Young Adult novel 
provides its female teenage reader with guidance on how to grow up responsibly. The 
second section focuses on how these texts engage with the gender binaries that prevade 
Renaissance and contemporary discourse; the texts suggest that women can transgress 
these barriers and cross over into previously exclusively male realms of experience and 
action. The last section of the chapter argues that David Bergantino’s Hamlet II, a Young 
Adult “slasher” novel, constructs the ideal teenage girl as an individual in the post-
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feminist world who can strike a balance between the passive defeatism of patriarchialism 
and the men-hating, anger of radical feminism. 
Rebecca Reisert’s Ophelia’s Revenge: Ophelia’s coming-of-age as Young Adult 
bildungsroman  
If Hamlet is a play about Hamlet’s development in the face of tragedy, Ophelia’s 
Revenge, Ophelia, and Dating Hamlet can likewise be read as Ophelia’s coming-of-age 
despite numerous obstacles. Like other Shakespearean adaptations, which often highlight 
textual links to the hypotext by echoing its language or events as a means of justifying 
certain narrative decisions, the Ophelia adaptations reflect a close relationship to Hamlet. 
The three texts have a high degree of similarity in terms of plot and structure: they chart 
in greater detail Ophelia’s relationship to the men and women in her life, her reactions to 
the events of Hamlet, and her growth and development. 
 For example, all three adaptations attempt to explain Ophelia’s dramatic reaction 
in Shakespeare’s nunnery scene (3.1) by proposing that Ophelia has had a sexual 
relationship with Hamlet. This makes his subsequent accusations of her as a whore all the 
more distressing since she is no longer a virgin at that point. There are many other 
converging plot points across the three texts. Polonius, for example, is depicted as 
ambitious and uncaring but extends a rare act of kindness to Ophelia just before his death 
(3.4). In Klein’s Ophelia, for example, he saves her from Claudius’s henchman (166), 
causing her to feel a spark of gratitude for him. This accounts for Ophelia’s distress after 
Polonius’s death in Hamlet despite his many unattractive qualities. Certain extravagant 
additions to the Ophelia adaptations are significant because they recur across all three 
hypertexts. For example, the texts rectify Ophelia’s lack of female companionship. In the 
adaptations, Ophelia has both female peers and mentors to guide her and provide her with 
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a haven in the patriarchal world of Hamlet. Also, Ophelia’s death is evaded in the same 
way across the three texts. Borrowing a plot point from Romeo and Juliet, Ophelia is 
privy to secret herbs and poisons, which she uses to simulate her death in Hamlet. She 
survives the events of Hamlet and chooses to live out her life with a romantic partner. 
Since Rebecca Reisert’s Ophelia’s Revenge is the most expansive in terms of 
content and length, it is the best starting point to launch a discussion of these texts as 
contemporary bildungsroman. Five hundred and twenty pages long in the 2003 Flame 
edition, the novel has a complex plot that accounts for Ophelia’s birth, childhood and 
adolescence. Once Ophelia’s narrative interacts with the timeframe of Shakespeare’s 
play, Revenge allows readers access to Ophelia’s reactions to the events of Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet. But like the other two texts, Revenge extends the hypotext’s temporal frame to 
elaborate on Ophelia’s life after the events of Hamlet. It also provides extensive detail on 
the lives of existing characters such as Hamlet, Gertrude, and Claudius while constructing 
new characters such as Rangor, Piet, Judith, and Herbwife. Because of her relationship 
with Herbwife, a mentor figure versed in the art of herbs and poisons, Ophelia comes into 
contact with poisons that can imitate death. Tricked by the ghost of Yorick, she wrongly 
administers real poison to be used in Laertes and Hamlet’s duel (5.2), causing their deaths 
(497). After the events of Hamlet, Ophelia leaves Denmark with Rangor, pregnant with 
Hamlet’s child (519). 
Instead of despairing like Shakespeare’s Ophelia, Reisert’s Ophelia exhibits the 
positive qualities of the conventional heroine in contemporary Young Adult fiction — she 
is “capable, mature and assertive” (Trupe 155). Despite her good intentions, Ophelia ends 
up causing all the deaths that Hamlet caused in Shakespeare’s Hamlet. However, she does 
not shirk responsibility and Ophelia’s matter-of-fact tone establishes that she played an 
active role in the deaths that occur in Shakespeare’s Hamlet: “By my sixteenth birthday, 
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I’d murdered two kings, my father, my brother, a queen, a prince and my husband” (1). 
Ophelia also compares her decisiveness favourably against Hamlet’s characteristic 
indecision, “I lacked Hamlet’s appetite for idle speculation. I wouldn’t wallow in 
thoughts about how bleak it would be to spin out a lifetime on an island with a madman” 
(439). Wresting narrative control from Hamlet, Ophelia can now “talk back” to him. In 
contrast to Shakespeare’s Hamlet’s ravings on the mutability of women, Ophelia’s 
critique of Hamlet is calm and objective: he is a “madman” who indulges in “idle 
speculation” (439). But Ophelia does not blame others for her misfortune. She 
acknowledges that falling for Hamlet was a mistake that stemmed from a “childish heart 
that craved a hero” (439). The shifting first- and third-person narrative also fosters an 
intimate relationship between Ophelia and the young reader, allowing the reader to be 
directly involved in the thought processes that result in the protagonist’s increasing 
maturity.  
Reframing Hamlet from Ophelia’s perspective also brings forth the female voice 
absent from Shakespeare’s play. In Hamlet, the performativity of Hamlet’s numerous 
soliloquies makes it hard for audiences to escape Hamlet’s pervasive influence on our 
understanding of the play. Through these hypertexts, Ophelia’s perspective also allows 
readers to access the characters and events of Hamlet through another interpretive lens, 
without Hamlet’s dominating presence. One aspect of maturity that Reisert addresses is 
Ophelia’s increasing awareness of the male chauvinism that women face. Unlike 
Shakespeare’s Ophelia, who seems to passively accept Laertes’s and Polonius’s 
instructions (1.3), Reisert’s Ophelia expresses resentment at being subjected to male 
control, recognising that Laertes polices her sexuality (263) and that “[she] was a tool of 
advancement to [her father], nothing more” (331). Although men attempt to force her into 
a mould, Reisert’s Ophelia also acknowledges her self-repression: “If I truly wished to 
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win Hamlet’s love, I’d have to sacrifice the person that I was in order to become the 
person he’d love. Doubtless I had driven him away because I was too loud, too big, too 
full of life. I’d set to work in earnest to alter myself into ... someone soft and soft-spoken, 
neat,  ... with polished manners and polished edges, gentle and womanly” (182). Initially, 
Ophelia changes to gain love and acceptance from her brother and Hamlet but she later 
understands that what society considers unfeminine is in fact “life”. According to 
Ophelia, conventional notions of gender are “a walking tomb for [women’s] childhood, a 
place in which [they become] pale ghosts of [their] ardent girl-selves” (23). For young 
female readers, the narrative is helpful in charting the different ways Ophelia negotiates 
gender expectations imposed on her by men: she resents, resists, conforms, and ultimately 
rejects. 
 Ophelia’s increasing maturity extends into her changing attitudes toward 
romantic love. It is clear that Ophelia’s experience functions as a cautionary tale for the 
young reader, who is meant to identify with and learn from Ophelia’s plight. Initially, 
Reisert’s Ophelia loves Hamlet blindly but later acknowledges that his “creative madness 
would make him disastrous as a king” (407). After Hamlet dies, Reisert’s Ophelia 
escapes with her childhood friend, Rangor, who has a “thundercloud of dark hair and 
stormy black eyes and his rosy cheeks and love of the untamed seas” (12) and functions 
as the foil to the cool, Nordic Hamlet. Unlike Hamlet’s penchant for acting, her new 
romantic partner “was so comfortable being himself that he had no longing to play 
anyone else” (14). Ophelia’s transference of affection to Rangor reflects a transition from 
idealistic, whirlwind romance to a mature, feasible attachment based on friendship. Her 
newfound ability to objectively assess her lovers and relationships also reveals that she 
has a gained healthy scepticism that she lacked at the beginning of the narrative. 
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These texts in the Young Adult genre make Shakespeare relevant to young 
people as the Ophelia texts articulate the challenges teenagers face. The demographics of 
the Young Adult genre mean that the readers, in all likelihood, also have to manage 
relationships with their parents, defy gender expectations, nurture romantic relationships, 
and mature responsibly. Due to the lack of marketing and educational material, the 
following points, though pertinent to Reisert’s novel, will be supported by evidence from 
Klein’s and Fiedler’s supporting notes in the novel. Klein’s Ophelia, for example, 
contains a review that states that the novel was “sure to be popular with young women 
struggling with issues of honor, betrayal and finding one’s path (“Awards and Acclaim 
for Ophelia”). However, this does not mean that the three hypertexts are didactic; they 
neither impose moralistic lessons like those of Cowden Clarke’s novellas, nor do they 
require young women to behave more docilely to avoid trouble. Instead these Ophelia 
fictions acknowledge Ophelia’s desires and mistakes, and also offer the reader adventure 
and risk. Through accessing Ophelia’s experience, it is to be hoped that young readers 
will be better equipped to negotiate their real-life teenage experiences.  
At the same time, the Ophelia hypertexts offer an accessible introduction to 
Shakespeare. Young Adult adaptations, like children’s fiction, are often “a simpler 
attempt to make texts ‘relevant’ or easily comprehensible to new audiences and 
readerships via the processes of proximation and updating” (Sanders 19). “Proximation” 
refers to finding contemporary equivalences to, for example, Shakespeare’s language. A 
case in point would be how Reisert’s novel overcomes the difficulty of accessing 
Shakespeare’s seventeenth-century expressions by substituting terms like “country” with 
the contemporary equivalent of “crude” (336). Reisert also break down Shakespeare’s 
complex ideas for young readers by translating Hamlet’s famous “to be or not to be” 
monologue into “What do you think, Ophelia? Is death a long sleep from which we wake 
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not, a communion with darkness and forgiveness? Or do our very nightmares pursue us 
even past the grave to a land where we haven’t the luxury of wanting to escape them?” 
(445). Contemporizing Shakespeare’s language assures the young reader that Hamlet is 
not as complicated as she might perceive it to be.  
Though Reisert’s novel performs the same explanatory functions, Klein’s 
Ophelia and Fiedler’s Dating Hamlet are more sophisticated in packaging themselves as 
an assisted entry into Shakespeare’s play. In Klein’s interview at the back of the novel, 
she encourages the readers of Ophelia to “read [Hamlet] for the first time without being 
intimidated by Shakespeare” (Interview). Ophelia also received accolades for making 
Shakespeare “a little more user friendly in today’s world” (teenreads.com). Fiedler’s 
novel is also marketed to readers of Shakespeare and “[f]ans of the Bard”. Supplemented 
by commentaries and interviews, the authors make their intentions explicit: their Young 
Adult novels are meant to allow young readers to understand Shakespeare as well. 
At the same time, Young Adult authors also “borrow from Shakespeare’s status 
to give resonance to their own efforts” (Fischlin and Fortier 6), leveraging on 
Shakespeare’s cultural authority to sell their books. This trend of using Shakespeare’s 
authority to validate a new genre has been prevalent in emergent forms of media. For 
example, in the first two decades of the twentieth century, the new mode of the cinema 
“churned out hundreds of prestige pictures based on Shakespeare ...  in order to prove that 
movies were a valuable social force and not corrupting low entertainment” (Burt, After 
Mass Media 412). Likewise, the relatively new Young Adult category borrows 
Shakespeare’s status to lend credibility to their texts and the emergent genre.   
This brings us back to the conundrum identified earlier: if these Young Adult 
Ophelia texts function as a site where the teenager’s struggles and desires are both 
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constructed and reflected, then the points where feminist ideals fall short are exactly 
where contemporary teenagers’ conventional and conservative desires for love, family, 
and stability are articulated. Linda Hutcheon has noted that “young girls prefer things 
related to their own lives” (Theory 115) and that they “need to appropriate cultural 
material to construct personal identity” (Theory 116). The feminist notions of absolute 
female independence, complete gender equality, and a rejection of marriage are perhaps 
too radical for the average young women today. Furthermore, these young adult fictions 
are clearly marketed as romance novels. In the blurb of the novel, Reisert’s Ophelia is 
“torn between” Hamlet and Rangor, and Klein’s Ophelia has to “choose between her love 
for Hamlet and her own life”. Fiedler’s title, Dating Hamlet, states its focus on the 
romantic relationship between Ophelia and Hamlet. One can attribute the many 
similarities between Reisert’s, Klein’s and Fiedler’s hypertexts to their genre as not only 
young adult bildungsroman, but also romance; the reader expects a satisfying romantic 
resolution for the protagonist. Through appropriating Ophelia for the Young Adult genre, 
these authors allow readers a space to negotiate not only an identity and a sense of 
empowerment, but also a natural desire for a romantic relationship. In a sense, the 
demands of the readership supersede a sustained feminist agenda, and fit neatly into the 
postfeminist notions of having the “best of both worlds”. 
Lisa Klein’s Ophelia — transgressing gender roles and binaries 
The following section of the chapter will consider how Young Adult authors appropriate 
gender binaries on two levels: to structure their novels and to demonstrate how Ophelia 
achieves equality with men once she can enter into previously exclusive male realms of 
influence. It is important to first consider the discourses that inform contemporary notions 
of gender. In “Sorties”, Hélène Cixous demonstrates how culture has categorized the 
differences between men and women in terms of “activity/passivity, sun/moon, 
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culture/nature, day/night, father/mother, head/heart, intelligible/sensitive, logos/pathos” 
(579). This structural way of approaching gender posits that women inhabit completely 
different realms from men. Still situated firmly in the world of Hamlet, the hypertexts 
seem to conform to this binary structure but later overturn this clear division by 
conferring on Ophelia both “female” and “male” qualities.  
A brief overview of Ophelia will facilitate the following discussion. Like Reisert, 
Klein’s Ophelia prefers activity over passivity. Ophelia is the one who suggests Hamlet 
play the “antic disposition” to deceive Polonius and the king (131). Klein’s Ophelia also 
admits that she “played a part in the tragedy” (Prologue 3). After her false death, the 
pregnant Ophelia escapes to a nunnery in France to wait for news of Hamlet. Hamlet dies 
in the duel with Laertes but Horatio retrieves her after the events of Hamlet. After Horatio 
confesses his admiration for Ophelia, they go to Denmark together to reclaim the throne 
for Hamlet’s child.  
Ophelia achieves gender equality for Ophelia by allowing her to master 
previously male realms of influence. In the Renaissance, writing was gendered as 
masculine and “the very rhetoric of authorship, with its uses of terms like ‘father’ and 
‘begetter’, militated against the acknowledgement of a woman’s authority even over the 
writing she actually produced” (Rackin 45). In Shakespeare’s Hamlet, it is the man who 
writes: Hamlet writes love letters to Ophelia (2.1), rewrites The Murder of Gonzago (2.2), 
and forges Claudius’s orders to England (5.2). Claudius also writes the edict for 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to take to England (4.3). Women did not have the authority 
to produce narratives, written or verbal. In Ophelia, however, Klein gives Ophelia the 
power to write Hamlet’s story and the novel is premised as a literary product by 
Ophelia’s hand, which she undertakes in order to assuage the “pain [that] presses upon 
[her] soul” (3). Klein’s Ophelia tells Hamlet’s story not through speech but through 
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writing. Her prologue ends with, “So I take up my pen and write. Here is my story” (3). 
Wresting the “my” from Hamlet’s story, Ophelia indicates the transference of the 
perspective of the events from Hamlet’s to her own. In the Renaissance, her act of writing 
would have been considered transgressive since she is effectively infringing on what was 
a male domain. In Hamlet, it is Shakespeare’s Horatio who is commissioned to tell 
Hamlet’s story verbally: he must first “tell [Hamlet’s] story” and then “tell [Fortinbras] 
with th’occurrents, more and less, which have solicited” (5.2). When Ophelia writes in 
Ophelia, she stands on equal footing with both Horatio and Hamlet. 
This transference of male agency to Ophelia via writing extends to Fiedler’s 
Dating Hamlet. The most contemporary in its vernacular vocabulary, with a capricious, 
modern Ophelia, this light-hearted novel is the only one that successfully averts tragedy. 
This Ophelia, unbound by convention, does not see the need to enter into a secret 
marriage with Hamlet before engaging in sexual relations with him (44). Ophelia then 
exposes Claudius’s murder of King Hamlet and his plans to murder Hamlet (175), saves 
Laertes and Hamlet, and they leave Denmark together (183). In Dating, Ophelia’s writing 
is used to deceive rather than to record. As part of an elaborate plan to fool Polonius, 
Ophelia and Hamlet meet to write the love letters that Hamlet gives Ophelia in 
Shakespeare’s play (2.1). However, it is Ophelia who produces the poetry and she even 
displays an ironic attitude toward the poems, calling them “sheer wantoness” (55) and 
“made up madness” (56). But Ophelia’s writing is also powerful and is used to enact 
punishment. At the end of the novel, Ophelia “withdraw[s] the scroll on which [she] 
inscribed the extent of Claudius’s crimes” and says to Fortinbras, “‘Tis all written here. I 
would ask thee to strongly consider [Claudius’s] offenses in naming his fate” (175). Just 
as Hamlet uses writing to turn the tables on Rosencrantz and Guildenstern (5.2) and 
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Claudius attempted to use writing to kill Hamlet off, Fiedler’s Ophelia takes up the man’s 
position as a writer to outsmart and punish her rivals. 
 If the contemporary Ophelias are allowed to write, how do they also negotiate the 
conventional female realm of singing? The literary criticism surrounding the discourse of 
singing and female madness in the Renaissance will be first explained to demonstrate 
how these female authors engage with literary interpretation only to subvert it. It should 
be noted that from the perspective of Hamlet’s Danish court, both Hamlet and Ophelia go 
mad. However, the expression of madness is also gendered. Both Ophelia and Hamlet, 
according to Alison Findlay, have to come to terms with King Hamlet’s death, which 
marks the breakdown of language’s "network of close knit meanings and signs" (191). 
Findlay argues that Hamlet copes with the crisis in Denmark in signification through 
writing; he is able to overcome his anxiety by using his control over the written word to 
empower himself in emotionally disturbing situations (192). On the other hand, Ophelia 
“does not have the same means for elaborating a delirium as a man" (197) and is 
confronted "with an unprecedented access to language which is both liberating and 
frightening" (Findlay 200). Findlay interprets Ophelia’s eventual madness as frustration 
stemming from being prohibited to expression via writing. In contrast, Jacquelyn Fox-
Good reads Ophelia’s singing more positively. Fox-Good argues that even though singing 
was a “female malady” (233) typically associated with mad women in the Renaissance, 
Ophelia’s songs are also expressions of “a specifically female power” (233) and function 
as “a kind of secret code, a deceptively ‘pretty’ language” (234). The hypertexts mediate 
these two positions by allowing Ophelia to write, but by also encoding criticism within 
Ophelia’s mad song. Just as Hamlet’s “antic disposition” grants him candour, Ophelia is 
allowed to “sing” freely in her performed madness and takes advantage of the safety that 
madness offers to induce guilt in Claudius, Gertrude, and Laertes. Reisert’s Ophelia goes 
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to the extent of critiquing Hamlet’s performance which she thinks “sometimes lacked 
drama” (383). Taking advantage of the gender conventions of female madness, Ophelia 
enjoys her own performance that gives her the freedom to “sing” wildly. 
Through accessing the male realm of writing, Ophelia ends up adopting the roles 
of Horatio as teller of Hamlet’s story and Hamlet as the punisher of his oppressor(s). To 
an extent, these texts demonstrate Ophelia’s equality to men. Her performance of male 
roles might also be read as an attempt to metaphorically make her male. In “Fairytales: 
Revising the Tradition”, Tess Cosslett identifies “gender reversal” as a common strategy 
in feminist re-tellings of fairytales (1996). Carol Neely, writing in 1981, defined three 
modes of Shakespearean feminist criticism, which she called “compensatory, 
justificatory, transformational” (Vickers 327). The three modes are characterised by 
women gaining power through 1) taking on male attributes; 2) justifying women’s lack of 
power; and 3) a balance of the two positions. The three Ophelia texts appear to employ 
the third strategy. Not only does Ophelia take on qualities traditionally associated with 
masculinity (i.e., decisiveness, action, rational thought), the writers account for women’s 
oppression through explicating the conventions associated with the Renaissance and in 
Hamlet’s Danish court.  
As stated earlier, Ophelia’s metaphorical transformation into a man makes an 
argument for gender equality. Gender reversal as a narrative strategy goes further, and she 
literally becomes male when she disguises herself as a man in both Dating Hamlet and 
Ophelia. In Ophelia, Ophelia is prompted to escape to a nunnery in France (227) and 
disguises herself as a man to avoid harassment during her journey. Lisa Klein borrows the 
plot device in Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night in which Viola dons male disguise and is 
confused with her twin brother, Sebastian. Ophelia takes advantage of Ophelia’s sibling 
relationship with Laertes and she exclaims, “Why I look like a brother to myself and 
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Laertes!” (229). A result of the pragmatic decision to disguise herself, Ophelia realises 
how “delightful it is to be a man and free!” (229). Ophelia has to cut off her hair as part of 
the transformation but relishes rather than regrets the decision, her head “felt light 
without its heavy crown of hair” (229). Ophelia’s hair, synonymous with femininity, is 
that which weighs her down and traps her. Consequently, these texts blur the distinction 
between wanting to be a man and desiring to escape the expectations that come with 
being a woman. In a patriarchal world, Ophelia’s femininity restricts her physical 
freedom. 
But Klein’s Ophelia also desires the intellectual freedom men enjoy. Unlike men, 
women in Klein’s Danish court were not allowed a formal education. Ophelia expresses a 
wish to “[have] had been born a man, so [she] could have been a scholar” (49). The only 
books Gertrude and Ophelia can access are gendered as appropriate “feminine” realms of 
knowledge. Even though Gertrude teaches Ophelia to read by way of romance novels, 
Ophelia recognises that these romance novels replicate patriarchal structures by 
encouraging female passivity (50). Ophelia later turns to books on herbs and medicines 
but continues to desire to read the philosophy Hamlet immerses himself in. The novel 
veers into the metafictional when Ophelia also calls attention to the way women have 
been misrepresented in the male literary tradition; referencing  Hamlet’s “Frailty! Thy 
name is woman!” (1.2), Klein’s Ophelia indignantly “contended in [her] mind against the 
ignorant writers who condemned women as frail and lacking in virtue” (38). This 
metafictional suggestion that Shakespeare is “ignorant” borders on the audacious but the 
character, Ophelia, remains restrained by patriarchal contexts and can only entertain the 
notion of feminist rebellion “in her mind”.  
In the context of the Renaissance and Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Cixous’s gender 
binaries can be extended to include “active revenge/passive suffering” and 
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“writing/singing”. Where no equivalent female elements exist, the contemporary authors 
fill them in. To create a structural balance for Hamlet’s space of the court and the men’s 
demonstration of power through sword fighting, the authors added elements of the forest 
and the contemporary Ophelia’s facility with herbal medicines. This allows Ophelia to 
inhabit the feminine realms of nature associated with the forest and herbal medicines. 
Since the contemporary Ophelias have to uphold the illusion of decorum dictated by the 
hypotext, Ophelia’s rebellion must be covert rather than overt. The contemporary authors 
make this possible by conferring on her a powerful knowledge of herbs, flowers and 
medicines, which is synonymous with an unruly femininity. Ophelia inherits this 
knowledge from an older women (Reisert’s Herbwife and Klein’s Mechtild), creating a 
matrilineal tradition within the world of the text.  
Space is another way the female equivalent of the gender binary, previously a 
blank, is filled in in the hypertexts. Shakespeare’s Hamlet functions in the Danish court, 
identified by critics as a gendered space. In 1989, director Richard Eyre noted that world 
of the Court is an “exclusively male-dominated world where military values of realpolitik 
are held as absolutes” (qtd. in Howard 20). Likewise, David Leverenz’s “The Woman in 
Hamlet” summarises Hamlet as a tragedy of the court’s inability to accept flexibility in 
gender positions (2004). As a result, Leverenz argues that Hamlet’s mental anguish 
derives from his struggle to deny his feminine nature to perform the masculine role of the 
avenger. Extending on this association of space with gender, all three Ophelias escape to 
the feminine space of the forest, away from the masculine space of the court; Klein’s 
Ophelia feels rejuvenated by nature and “longed to be in the woods again” (33). This 
allegiance with untameable, mystical nature and the undetectable power of herbal 
medicines confers upon Ophelia feminine power.  
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In conclusion, the texts construct a thematic binary along the lines of gender. 
Writing, activity, the court, swordfighting, and revenge are male; singing, passivity, the 
forest, herbal medicines, and suffering are female. By allowing the hypertextual Ophelias 
to act on both sides of the binary, the texts argue that female empowerment entails being 
able to perform both male and female roles. While it seems the Ophelias must “man up” 
to gain prominence, this strength is not quite as straightforward as it seems. Even though 
these Ophelias venture into the masculine realms of writing and revenge, the authors still 
retain feminine power for Ophelia by allowing her to retain her feminine nature, giving 
her authority in herbal medicines, associating her with the wildness of the forest, 
conferring her feminine wiles of dissembling beneath the passive facade, and giving her 
female confidantes. However, there remains the sense that despite the blurring of gender 
binaries, the texts do not challenge the more fundamental gender associations of the man 
with writing, activity, the court, and sword-fighting and the woman with singing, 
passivity, the forest, and herbal medicines.  
Most significant, however, is Ophelia’s pregnancy at the end of Revenge and 
Ophelia. In these two texts, Ophelia is pregnant with Hamlet’s child but Hamlet himself 
is dead; Ophelia’s pregnancy allows Hamlet’s legacy to live on in their unborn child. The 
woman’s regenerative ability can be read as a metafictional commentary on gendered 
adaptation: like female authors, Ophelia is able to “birth” a narrative that is both new (the 
child, the hypertext) but also an extension of the old (derived from the father, the 
hypotext). In the same way, the Ophelia hypertexts are dependent on Hamlet but are also, 
through the woman’s contribution, a new product that signifies a deviation from the 
hypotext. Ending the narratives with a pregnant Ophelia signifies renewed hope for 




David Bergantino’s Hamlet II: The well-adjusted postfeminist teenager  
Ophelia’s Revenge, Ophelia, and Dating Hamlet are largely concerned with Ophelia’s 
growth, female empowerment, and gender equality. At the same time, their feminist 
discourse is tempered by the conservative genre and desires of the teenage reader. More 
importantly, the “postfeminism” of the texts seems to stem in part as a reaction against 
the radical feminism, exemplified by the media images of “bra-burning, mannish and 
fanatic feminism” (Genz and Brabon 12). The third section briefly analyses how David 
Bergantino’s Hamlet II (2003) demonstrates how an angst-ridden Ophelia is rehabilitated 
into the ideal well-adjusted teenager, who takes a moderate position between strident 
man-hating feminism (radical feminism) and passive victimization (patriarchalism). This 
Ophelia is the “new feminist” of “postfeminism” young women who “discard what they 
see as uptight, establishment feminism (or, in some cases, ‘victim feminism’) ... and 
[those] who hold on to a dated, old-guard and rigid feminism” (Genz and Brabon 14– 5).  
In some sense, Ophelia is the most empowered in Bergantino’s text when she 
takes on Hamlet’s narrative and subject position as the avenger. To a large extent, 
although the Ophelias of the previously discussed hypertexts are much stronger than 
Shakespeare’s Ophelia, they are still recognisable as possessing the valued female traits 
of innocence, caring, and virtue. In line with the genre, young female readers access 
female empowerment through Ophelia’s increased agency and development. In 
Bergantino’s novel, however, female empowerment is taken to an extreme and instead of 
the innocent young woman who gets unwittingly caught up in Hamlet’s revenge, Ophelia 
is now an active and violent avenger. The fact that Shakespeare’s Hamlet is informed 
about his father’s murder through a ghost also opens up the possibility of the afterlife in 
the Ophelia adaptations.  
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As Shakespeare’s Hamlet has been conventionally classified as a revenge tragedy 
following the tradition of Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, the two horror texts 
function as an ironic play on the genre of the Renaissance revenge tragedy. In both David 
Bergantino’s Hamlet II: The Revenge of Ophelia and Kevin Burgen’s Ophelia’s Revenge, 
Ophelia comes back from the dead, full of resentment and grudges, to take revenge on 
Hamlet. Not only can Ophelia gain agency, she can also actively seek vengeance, a 
responsibility that only men undertook in the Renaissance worldview. 
Kevin Burgen’s zombie play Ophelia’s Revenge was performed at the 
Indianapolis Theatre Fringe Festival in August 2010 and is a fun pastiche which 
combines Hamlet, Macbeth and Romeo and Juliet. As in the previous three texts, Ophelia 
feigns her death. She spends a few days in the grave but comes back from her apparent 
death. In the meantime, the plague from Romeo and Juliet has taken over the country and 
she needs to kill all the infected zombies, including Hamlet who now reigns over 
Denmark as a zombie king. Enlisting the help of Horatio, and Juliet and Lady Macbeth, 
Ophelia continues to be virtuous but violent and seeks revenge on Hamlet for killing her 
brother and father.  
David Bergantino’s Hamlet II: The Revenge of Ophelia is more sustained 
adaptation that focuses only on Ophelia. In this hypertext, she is the villain, a swamp-like 
creature who preys on twentieth-century high school girls to take revenge on Hamlet for 
his violence against her, her father and her brother. Unfortunately, Hamlet’s soul is tied to 
Cameron Dean’s, a football star at Globe University. Upon his father’s untimely death, 
Cameron inherits Elsinore Castle and four million dollars, which he uses to fly himself 
and an entourage of friends to the castle for his birthday celebrations. On their arrival, 
however, Ophelia’s soul is roused by the proximity of Hamlet’s soul. Upon awakening, 
Ophelia’s first thoughts are for revenge: since “[i]t was for him that she had once lived. 
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And it was for him that she had died. And now that she had risen, it was his turn to die for 
her” (72).  In this case, Ophelia blames her death on Hamlet, conforming to the 
conventional literary reading of Hamlet’s Ophelia and Pipher’s cultural notion of an 
Ophelia who relinquishes her sense of self for Hamlet. Ophelia’s anger conforms to 
negative representations of man-hating feminists: her vengeful spirit gives her the ability 
to possess other teenage girls in love, and through their bodies, enact revenge on “love” 
by killing the men involved with them.  
Initially, it seems like a vengeful Ophelia exemplifies the contemporary notions 
of female empowerment. Through possessing the girls’ bodies, Ophelia gets access to the 
teenagers’ thoughts in the contemporary vernacular, for example, “[m]elancholy totally 
sucks!” Ophelia, used to the sophisticated language in the Danish court, reacts with 
disgust, finding the language “inelegant,” “unbefitting,” “common,” and “distasteful” 
(100). However, this modern language channels a “boldness” (100) that gives Ophelia’s 
spirit what seems to be “feminist empowerment”: “the power of defiance, the power of 
freedom, the power of independence” (109). However, this vengeful attitude is ultimately 
revealed to be a self-defeating and traps Ophelia in the past.  
After Ophelia has killed many young men and women, Cameron’s love interest 
Sophia is physically possessed by Ophelia’s spirit. Ophelia can hear Sophia’s thoughts 
and both women confront each other in Sophia’s head. It is literally a clash of attitudes in 
which the modern feminist woman confronts the conservative male-centered attitudes that 
Ophelia holds. Sophia tells Ophelia,  
Hey, I know times were different, but bad advice, especially from relatives, 
is bad advice, and there’s no need to go crazy over it. And this Hamlet guy. 
If yours was such an inevitable, eternal love, why did he treat you like that? 
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Sounds like a jerk to me. And you? How pathetic! I have no respect for 
people who can’t move on. (236) 
 Sophia’s frank assessment of Ophelia’s self-indulgence and Hamlet’s narcissism reflects 
the changing contemporary attitudes toward relationships and the way teenagers read the 
Hamlet-Ophelia story. The possession of the women’s physical bodies allows the 
transference of modern language and thought, which in turn channels more pragmatic 
attitudes toward relationships. Hulbert has defined this new attitude as “postfeminist” 
(226), which can also mark the more balanced attitudes of contemporary women toward 
romantic relationships. One defining feature of postfeminism is an acknowledged desire 
for romantic relationships but also an argument for women’s identity to be kept separate 
from men. This pragmatic “postfeminist” approach is what helps Ophelia “get over 
herself”.  
What initially starts off as “Ophelia’s revenge” becomes resolved through an 
interaction with the practicality of Sophia’s postfeminist ideas. If the representation of 
Ophelia in Young Adult fiction involves construction of a model teenager, Ophelia’s 
adjustment in her attitudes toward romantic love mirrors the way adolescent girls are 
encouraged to cast off naïveté, take on more pragmatic attitudes, and make informed 
decisions when it comes to love. Teenage readers should emulate Ophelia’s ability to “get 
over herself” and objectively assess their romantic choices. As Nancy Cotts writes in The 
Grounding of Modern Feminism (1987), one can now, in the postfeminist age, be “pro-
woman without being anti-man” (qtd. in Genz and Brabon 10). At the same time, girls are 
encouraged to learn from their mistakes, which may include losing their sense of self, 




Instead of condoning Ophelia’s vengeance as a type of empowerment, the text 
criticises her angst-ridden, cynical approach toward men and romantic love. In an 
eagerness to emphasise the feminist impulse behind the text, Hulbert writes that 
Bergantino’s Ophelia is now an “active avenger, while the Hamlet figure remains 
paralysed” (226). However, this generalisation might be too hasty: Cameron is not 
completely paralysed. Like Hamlet, Cameron manages to kill Claudia, the Claudius 
figure, at the end. Moreover, Hulbert overlooks the fact that Ophelia’s vengeful spirit 
becomes reconciliatory. Ophelia’s interaction with contemporary teenagers does not 
entail rejecting romantic love, but allows her to become well-adjusted, gaining a new 
belief in love. At the end of Bergantino’s narrative, Ophelia has transformed into a 
benevolent spirit who has accepted the inevitable complexities of romantic love. 
Ophelia’s spirit returns to an idealistic notion of love: love still exists and the relationship 
between Hamlet and Ophelia can heal if Ophelia just “gets over herself”. 
Hulbert argues that “Bergantino has given us a postfeminist Hamlet for a 
generation raised on horror films, sequels and grrrl power” (226), with “grrrl” power 
connoting a popular version of feminism. If adaptation is meant to “fit” a new context, 
the title of Bergantino’s young adult novel, Hamlet II: Ophelia’s Revenge, foregrounds 
the way horror films are sequelized. Teenagers who read Bergantino’s novel will most 
likely be familiar with horror film franchises like Wes Craven’s Scream (1996). In 
literary adaptation, just as in the film sequels of Scream, success breeds a sequel and 
“represents an opportunity to reuse a successful formula and a guaranteed return” 
(Hulbert 222). While Bergantino takes advantage of the popularity of Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet to generate his own financial “return”, the text allows Ophelia to literally “return” 
from the dead as a zombie to take revenge “against Hamlet [and] against love” (100).  But 
adaptation cannot be separate from profit. Bergantino models Hutcheon’s theorising of 
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adaptation as both a “use” and “abuse” of the canon — both in the text in its engagement 
with Hamlet’s misogynistic perspective and for profit.  
“Return” and “revenge” cannot be fully extricated from one another as 
adaptations of a canonical text, in “talking back” to the hypotext, enact violence on it 
through a deliberate misreading. The numerous references to revenge in the texts 
discussed are also significant. David Bergantino’s novel is subtitled The Revenge of 
Ophelia while Burgen’s play and Reisert’s novel are both titled Ophelia’s Revenge. In 
Burgen’s play, Ophelia’s revenge is literal: she kills Hamlet. However, in Reisert’s novel, 
the characters die mostly out of Ophelia’s thwarted good intentions rather than cold-
blooded vengeance. The suggestion of revenge, perhaps, occurs more at the level of the 
text taking revenge on the patriarchal Hamlet. By conferring upon Ophelia a voice, she 
now has the power to “talk back” to Shakespeare, Hamlet, Hamlet and male literary 
critics. Metaphorically, the text allows Ophelia to right the wrongs that have been done to 
her through mis-representation. Klein also refers to female resistance to male stereotypes: 
“If writing well is the best revenge, it is because of all of you [readers] that Ophelia now 
has her due” (Acknowledgments). By attributing the success of Ophelia’s revenge to the 
young female reader, Klein suggests that contemporary contexts and a generation familiar 
with feminism are what make such an adaptation possible in the first place. Writing itself 
is an act of revenge against patriarchal discourse and saves Ophelia from the symbolic 
violence that has been enacted on her.  
A Postfeminist Ophelia: Mature and Moderate 
The texts discussed in this chapter achieve their revisionist agenda through the positive 
empowerment of an innocent Ophelia. The vengeful spirit of Ophelia in Bergantino’s 
novel also serves as a negative example of teenage angst. But for all the rhetoric of literal 
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and literary female vengeance, the Ophelia hypertexts remain conservative in their 
politics. Through occasional episodes that invite metafictional readings, the texts 
discussed above also bridge the gap between fiction and criticism. The Ophelia hypertexts 
find opportunity to use this creative tension in ways that harmonize education and 
entertainment, intellectual and emotional fulfilment for the audiences of the popular 
novel. The importance of genre and its target audience cannot be overlooked: Ophelia’s 
coming-of-age makes her an appropriate subject for the Young Adult genre. At the same 
time, Shakespeare’s text is manipulated to produce a vicarious triumph for the reader 


















The Des/demona paradox 
Shakespeare’s characterisation of Desdemona is ambiguous at best. While S. N. Garner 
(1976) and Carol Neely (1981) have observed that Shakespeare critics fall into two 
opposing camps, reading Desdemona as either pure, perfect and passive or a “cunning 
whore” (4.2.101) — overly sexual, aggressive and manipulative — this is limited at best. 
I argue instead that readings of Desdemona can be broadly categorised in three ways: the 
“traditional” reading, the “revisionist” reading, and the “post-revisionist” reading.   
Like Ophelia, Desdemona has been conventionally read as a passive victim of 
men’s actions. Described condescendingly as “the silly woman [Othello’s] wife” (Rymer 
qtd. in Rosenberg 202) or in more meritorious terms of possessing “soft simplicity” and 
being “confident of merit and conscious of innocence” (Johnson qtd. in Bloom 93), the 
“traditional” Desdemona is good, noble, and innocent, perhaps even to a fault. A 
primarily tragic figure, it seems like she barely reacts to Othello hitting her and then goes 
on to acquiesce to his murdering her without much resistance. Desdemona even defends 
Othello when Emilia asks her who killed her; her response, “Nobody, I myself” (5.2.124), 
cementing the way she is seen as a tragic figure who accepts her ill fate willingly. This is 
suggested by the similarity between her name and dysdaimon, Greek for “unfortunate” 
(Buccola and Hopkins 89) or “unhappy” (Eid and Larsen 82). 
The “revisionist” attempts to salvage Desdemona from this victim complex are 
exemplified by Joan Ozark Holmer’s “Desdemona, Woman Warrior” (2010), which 
argues that Desdemona’s passivity in the face of Othello’s initial violence in the 
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Handkerchief Scene (3.3) was her merely being “bewildered, out of her depth, not ... 
defeated” (211). Drawing attention to Othello’s description of her as “woman warrior”, 
Holmer suggests that Desdemona was a powerful woman and heroine in her own right. 
To ennoble Desdemona, Holmer expands on Othello’s reference to her as a “fair warrior” 
(2.1.182). Referencing the Bible’s exhortation for Christians to “put on the full armour of 
God” (Ephesians 6), Holmer confers upon Desdemona Christian weapons of self-defence: 
her tongue is her sword and faith is her shield (209). Holmer goes on to make the case 
that contemporary expectations of female agency must be moderated: “[f]rom the 
perspective of some in Shakespeare’s audiences, Desdemona, Emilia’s human ‘angel’ 
(5.2.128) but no modern ‘kickass’ Charlie’s angel, may well deserve a medal of honour 
for courage under fire on the moral battlefield” (211).  
Although “Desdemona, Woman Warrior” attempts to recuperate her from 
victimization, this reading of female power inadvertently perpetuates patriarchal 
expectations of one-dimensional female virtue: women have to adhere to an angelic 
morality. In other words, Holmer’s “feminist” reading is limited in that it only manages to 
shift Desdemona from the position of a “passive victim” to that of a “tragic heroine”.  
The last type of reading, or the “post-revisionist” reading, forms the basis of 
many of the characterisations of Desdemona in the character fictions discussed in this 
chapter.  Unlike Cowden Clarke’s depictions, which encourage readers to model the 
heroines’ feminine traits such as “guilelessness, modesty, sweetness” (Callaghan 16), 
these Desdemona hypertexts do not depict a conventionally virtuous protagonist. Neither 
do they depict a strong, virtuous woman. Virtue is thrown out of the window and they 
adopt instead a “post-revisionist” reading with a progressive, independent Desdemona 
who is punished for her various transgressions. Taking up Holmer’s suggestion of a 
“modern” angle and appropriating Desdemona for contemporary audiences, the 
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Desdemonas discussed in this chapter are no longer presented as asexual “angels” but 
“kickass Charlie’s angels”. In fact, the texts explore the duality of the “Charlie’s angel” 
as a figure that is both sexually liberated and dangerous. Sometimes, these Desdemonas 
are even “devils” — vulgar, manipulative, and power-hungry. Instead of conforming to 
traditional notions of weak femininity, or even an empowered femininity, these 
Desdemonas wrestle for power over others, reject male expectations of an idealised 
woman, and exhibit threatening female sexuality.  
This shift of Desdemona’s representation from heroine to villain might seem 
radical initially. A closer examination of Shakespeare’s Othello, however, reveals textual 
cues that justify this change. The first factor is Desdemona’s strong personality. She 
displays rebelliousness and ruthlessness in the hypotext: Desdemona is sexually 
aggressive in pursuing Othello (1.3), rebellious in her insubordination to her father (1.3), 
and stubborn when she uses all her rhetorical force to help reinstate Cassio (3.4).  In fact, 
critics have noted that Desdemona’s personality and confidence with men suggests that 
she “seems capable of the acts the enraged and irrational husband will suppose” 
(Barthelemy 5). The second factor that shapes the presentation of Desdemona in 
adaptations is the racial, class, and social dynamics of Shakespeare’s Othello. For all her 
tragedy, Desdemona is still the aristocratic daughter of a Senator, and is a woman of 
privilege who is married to a racially inferior black man. Combined with her propensity 
for ruthlessness, Desdemona’s social standing makes her an apt representation of white 
feminists.  
Desdemona on the postcolonial stage: negotiating politics, race, and class  
The discussion of Murray Carlin’s Not Now, Sweet Desdemona (1969), Djanet Sears’ 
Harlem Duet (1997), and Paula Vogel’s Desdemona: A Play about a Handkerchief 
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(1994) focuses on how depictions of Desdemona have tended to be largely negative, 
especially in the context of contemporary postcolonial, race, and class discourses. It 
should be noted that the three hypertexts discussed in this chapter are plays instead of 
novels, as in Chapter One. Plays, as opposed to novels, are more site-specific, and usually 
cater to a narrower audience who share a more specific political, national, and social 
context. Not Now speaks to the immediate context of South African Apartheid, Duet is set 
in Brooklyn, New York, where black people appear to live in harmony with white people, 
and Handkerchief addresses issues of class in the UK, where class-consciousness remains 
embedded in the national character. 
This chapter will chart how Shakespeare’s Desdemona comes to represent white 
domination in the social realm as well as in feminist discourse. Although Desdemona’s 
relationship with Othello in Shakespeare’s play is usually depicted as a private one, the 
chapter demonstrates how socio-economic and racial hierarchy impinge on and affect the 
power dynamics of an interracial union. Another notable aspect of the texts is how, 
despite having Desdemona function at the narrative centre, the texts’ sympathies 
ultimately lie with individuals whom she has power over: the black man, the black 
woman, and the lower-class women. It should be made clear that Desdemona is not 
completely vilified; rather, audiences are confronted with the negative traits that the 
hypotext suggests she has.  
Before moving into a discussion of Desdemona’s re-presentations, perhaps it will 
be useful to consider how she has been interpreted in Othello criticism. Michel Neill 
makes the widely-accepted observation that Othello has “come to be identified as a 
foundational text in the emergence of modern European race consciousness” (Neill qtd. in 
Daileader 2). In Racism, Misogyny and the Othello Myth, Celia R. Daileader nuances this 
argument by positing that the critical attention placed on race in Othello is in fact due to 
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the socially unacceptable dynamic of a white woman being with a black man: after all, 
there are also interracial relationships in Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra, Titus 
Andronicus and the dark lady of the Sonnets. The Tempest also has a coloured character, 
Caliban. In light of the alternatives available, why is it that only Othello becomes the 
“foundational text” in terms of “race consciousness”? Why is it the case that only 
productions and adaptations of Othello focus on the interracial relationship?  
Newman argues that the obsession with Othello and Desdemona’s interracial 
relationship stems from white society’s frustrated desire to control white women’s 
sexuality. If a white woman pursues a black man, she must be socially deviant. Daileader 
concurs:  
Othellophile narratives [are] less concerned with the praise or blame of their 
black male protagonists than with the sexual surveillance and punishment of 
white women who love them. In other words, Othellophilia as a cultural 
construct is first and foremost about women — white women explicitly, as 
the “subjects” of representation; black women, implicitly, as the abjected 
and/or marginalised subjects of the suppressed counter-narrative. (10) 
 Rather than the sexual threat of the black man or a fascination with interracial 
relationships, Daileader posits that the preoccupation with Othello narratives is due to the 
anxiety surrounding the surveillance of white female sexuality.   
In “‘And wash the Ethiop white’: Femininity and the Monstrous in Othello”, 
Karen Newman proposes that depicting Desdemona as the “monstrous feminine” is a 
means by which white society attempts to contain female sexuality. Desdemona’s 
marriage to the black Othello represents a “sympathetic identification between femininity 
and the monstrous” (Newman 132). Furthermore, Desdemona’s appetite is depicted as 
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voracious; “she devours” Othello’s discourses with a “greedy ear”, conflating the oral and 
the aural. This “monstrous feminine” is threatening as it is “envisioned as a greedy 
mouth, never satisfied, always seeking increase” (Newman 133). When the officials 
gather to approve Othello and Desdemona’s marriage (1.3), her body is legally sanctioned 
by Venice as a reproductive one. However, her body is also “deemed dangerous and 
defiled ... a body which provokes adoration and desire, woman is ... impure and corrupt, 
source of moral and physical contamination; or as sacred, asexual and nourishing, a 
phantasmic signifier of threat extinguished” (Ussher 1). The fear of miscegenation means 
that Desdemona’s white sexuality is even more “monstrous” and must be controlled by 
the state and society. The disgust of the men of Venice, the anger of her father, and the 
opportunistic way Iago pounces on this vulnerable union, are part of the “disciplinary 
control and women’s surveillance” (Ussher 8) that society enacts on such women. 
In Paula Vogel’s Desdemona: A Play About a Handkerchief (1987), Shakespeare’s 
Othello’s worst fears come true: Desdemona is sexually unfaithful to him, with not only 
Cassio but a variety of men. The play has been read as a feminist adaptation since it 
“provides us with everything which Shakespeare denies us: full portraits of the three 
women ... high spirits which do not willingly suffer their men’s foolishness, no easy 
acquiescence to being victimised [and] even a lusty, frank sexuality” (Dace 253). 
Handkerchief illustrates its liberated approach toward sexuality through the act of 
bondage that Bianca and Desdemona indulge in (218–9). After the experiment, 
Desdemona exclaims, “It’s smashing — Mealy — you really must try it!” (219). Through 
the parody, Handkerchief departs from the culture of female victimhood. Instead of 
associating bondage with metaphorical oppression, Desdemona enacts sexual bondage as 
a means of sexual liberation. In the women’s backroom, men can no longer exert control 
over Desdemona’s sexual experiments, nor can Othello find out that Desdemona has been 
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plying her wares at the whorehouse with Bianca. By allowing the women to partake in 
trangressive sexuality with humour and relish, Vogel’s play resists the traditional 
readings of Desdemona’s innocence and denies men the opportunity to enact sexual 
surveillance. However, Desdemona’s eventual death in Handkerchief suggests that the 
“monstrous feminine” is ultimately quelled by the sheer force of patriarchy.  
Returning to the main argument, character fictions make Desdemona the “subject” of 
representation. This dramatic mode is particularly appropriate in ascertaining the validity 
of Daileader’s reading. A straightforward adaptation of Shakespeare’s Othello would 
most likely portray the victim, Desdemona, sympathetically and the aggressor, Othello, 
negatively. However, what is interesting about these three adaptations is that although 
Desdemona is the “subject of representation”, the texts’ politics and sympathies lie with 
the “abjected and/or marginalised subject”. The adaptations bring the voices of the black 
man, black woman, and women of lower classes, out of the “suppressed counter-
narrative”. Despite being socially inferior to her, the marginalised subjects attempt to 
wrest power from Desdemona. This chapter demonstrates how feminism, when 
confronted by other marginalised racial and class positions, is forced to realise that 
oppression extends beyond gender. I argue that Desdemona’s conflict represents the way 
privileged women negotiate with other subject positions: the white woman can no longer 
function in isolation and must be interpreted, and re-presented, in new contexts sensitive 
to race and class. 
Interpretation and metadrama: Desdemona as a power-hungry liberal in Not Now, 
Sweet Desdemona (1969) 
Murray Carlin’s Not Now, Sweet Desdemona (1969), set in 1960s South Africa, is 
premised as a rehearsal of Shakespeare’s Othello. Critics have praised the play as “a 
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powerful exploration of the inherited historical and cultural burdens of both racial 
prejudice and white liberalism within the context of South African Apartheid” (Dickinson 
195). The two leads, a West Indian Negro and a white South African, simply named 
“Othello” and “Desdemona”, are lovers in real life. As actors, they try to make sense of 
Othello in preparation for their eventual performance. However, their process of trying to 
understand Othello’s and Desdemona’s relationship also functions at a metatheatrical 
level. As theatrical interpretation mirrors the real-life interpretations in academia and 
performance, and through the conflict between the two actors, the South African audience 
is forced to confront the politics of interpretation and its implications on the then-ongoing 
racial tensions happening in South Africa. 
Not Now suggests that all interpretation is inherently ideologically-driven and 
shaped by varying “context conditions” (Hutcheon, Theory 145). More specifically, the 
context of Apartheid in Not Now biases the actors’ ways of reading Shakespeare’s 
Othello. Since the racial issues of Othello are relevant to the actors’ immediate 
experience in South Africa, the actors confuse fiction with reality as the play progresses. 
This results in the conflation of three narrative planes where racial politics are played out: 
Shakespeare’s Othello, the immediate rehearsal space, and Apartheid. Through this 
conflation, Not Now establishes Shakespeare’s play as both universal and applicable to 
the immediate events of South Africa. The West Indian Negro is not just an individual 
actor; he is Othello in Venice, the black community in South Africa, and the iconic black 
man in a white world.  
In a similar way, the South African actress becomes conflated with Desdemona in 
Venice. In the political context of Apartheid, the black man suggests that Desdemona’s 
contemporary “real-life” equivalent is “the White Liberals” who are “too sensitive” to get 
power by force and seek to gain it “through love” (37). Though it is the immediate 
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political context of racial oppression that facilitates this reading of Desdemona, the black 
actor attempts to appeal to the authority of Shakespeare’s text to justify this damning 
interpretation. He points out that Shakespeare would not have made Othello a Moor if the 
“whole play could happen, just as it is — if Othello was a white man” (28). However, it 
must be noted that, as a black man in South Africa, the actor’s interpretation is likewise a 
result of his own identification with Othello’s subject position in the context of Othello’s 
dominantly white Venice.  
Objective interpretation is almost impossible: the white actress also projects 
herself onto her reading of Desdemona. Like Desdemona, the actress is a white woman 
with a black man in a predominantly white society. During the rehearsal, the actress 
endorses the conventional reading of a “traditional Desdemona”, “sweet, concerned, 
persuasive” (20), and a “traditional” Othello, “a fine man with a fatal flaw — he’s 
jealous” (27). The “fatal flaw” discussion recalls old-fashioned character criticism that 
transposed Aristotelian notions of “harmatia”, or the tragic flaw, onto readings of 
Shakespearean tragedy. Likewise, the actress’s interpretation that jealousy is the main 
theme of Othello is now considered obsolete in academic circles. She insists, however, 
that “it’s what Shakespeare wrote. She is faithful and loving, and innocent. And he’s 
jealous. And there’s your play” (26). Her dismissive attitude, however, may be read more 
sinisterly as an attempt to avoid disrupting the status quo. Identifying herself with 
Desdemona, the actress claims that Desdemona’s positive qualities of love, generosity, 
and selflessness also apply to her (26), and reveals her vested interest in adhering to the 
conventional interpretation since this reading flatters her sense of self.  
If the actress represents white society, arguing by analogy, the play suggests that 
the early readings of a sweet Desdemona and a jealous Othello endure as a result of white 
society’s desire to protect its positive self-image. Carlin suggests that by holding on to the 
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theoretical position that the play is about “jealousy, and murder, and all the rest of it” 
(28), white society (scholars, directors, actors, etc.) has effectively silenced other 
interpretations of Othello that might cast them in a negative light. By insisting on 
Desdemona’s purity, this interpretation is sustained at the expense of reinforcing the 
stereotypes of black men as violent, jealous, and irrational. 
The actress’s second interpretation is that there is no “real play”: “every 
production — every performance — is what the producer and actors make of it” (27). 
Reading Shakespeare’s works as a tabula rasa on which culture imposes various 
meanings, also mirrors another position held in academia, in which Shakespeare does not 
by itself “mean” anything, but that contemporary culture “means by” Shakespeare 
(Hawkes 1992). However, this appeal to Shakespeare’s plays as tabula rasa discounts the 
racial politics inherent in Othello. As a counter-argument to this theory, the black actor 
references early productions of Othello where white actors played Othello in blackface. If 
one could do that, the actor cynically asks, “Why shouldn’t a black actor play him in 
whiteface?” (15) This ironic statement on the racist exclusion of black actors emphasises 
how seemingly innocuous directorial decisions unconsciously translate racist sentiments. 
The white actress is very frustrated, “All the man was doing was writing a play!” (33) and 
reveals an anxiety to extricate Othello from uncomfortable racial politics. 
The actor proposes the third interpretation: Othello “is a play about Colour 
Conflict. It’s a play on the theme of Race. It’s the first play that ever was written about 
Colour” (29). As the black actor insists, all interpretation is political, especially when 
transposed onto a racially fraught context. The actor is adamant, “there’s only one way to 
do your part — and mine” (23). Desdemona, he insists, “must be overwhelming ... [and] 
absolutely determined to get [her] way — full of sweetness and gush, but absolutely 
determined — and confident too — even commanding” (25, italics mine). The black actor 
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positions Desdemona as the white liberal who relates to black people in an artificial, 
deferential manner so as to coerce them indirectly. By doing so, the black actor rejects the 
“traditional” Desdemona who is sweet, innocent and powerless by demonstrating that this 
persona is merely a facade.  
The last interpretation subverts the way the white elite population of South Africa 
associated Shakespeare with the “English-speaking educated members of the ruling 
classes” (Orkin qtd. in Fischlin and Fortier 12).  Instead, the black actor co-opts 
Shakespeare, making him out to be a figure who is “sympathetic to the politics of 
freedom from [racial] oppression” (Fischlin and Fortier 12). At this point, it seems 
appropriate to note that the play centres around the two actors and does not elaborate on 
the various degrees of political differences in South Africa at that point. Race categories 
were also placed on a spectrum, rather than, pardon the pun, in black and white. Although 
the play is set up in a binaristic way, its subtitle is A dialogue for Black and White within 
the realm of Shakespeare’s Othello, the male actor is “West Indian Negro”, not “Black”. 
The South African population was divided into four groups: White, Black, Indian and 
Coloured (for simplicity, I refer to the “West Indian Negro” man as “black”). Moreover, 
it should be obvious that, as a “white liberal” and a “West Indian Negro” man who is 
romantically involved with a white woman, the two actors actually indirectly demonstrate 
that the politics of Apartheid are more nuanced than the dramatic structure and subtitle 
suggest. 
It is clear, however, that the male actor is not exempt from the very crime he 
accuses his partner of. The actor’s preferred interpretation likewise works in his favour: it 
portrays the  man as a victim rather than as an oppressor and justifies the violence that 
black men enact on white women. When the black actor accidentally slaps his white 
partner, it seems like the black actor re-enacts Shakespeare’s Othello’s violence on 
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Desdemona. The black actor also holds more power in their relationship and is 
acknowledged as the superior actor between the two. He is also more effective in 
communicating with Harry, the lighting technician who continually ignores the actress’s 
requests for the stage lights to be up and the house lights down (1–5).  
However, the crux of the matter lies in the distinction between Desdemona being 
powerless and Desdemona being not as powerless as she seems. To an extent, the 
powerlessness is a front Desdemona puts up to manipulate Othello. The actor suggests 
that Desdemona wants to gain “power through love” by leveraging, “gently, lovingly —
sometimes familiarly, almost in fun”, on her sexuality, her race and her superior social 
position to make Othello “her personal black man” (37). Rather than being a total victim 
of Othello’s jealousy, the act of marital violence on Othello’s part becomes justified as a 
direct, physical act of resisting Desdemona’s indirect psychological coercion.  
To explain Desdemona’s desire to gain “power through love, Peter Dickinson 
refers to the discourse of the “white man’s burden”, which addresses the responsibility 
that white man feel toward their native subjects”. The Desdemona-Othello relationship 
has been compared to the Prospero-Caliban one in The Tempest. Octave Mannoni’s La 
Psychologie de la Colonisation (1950) also defines Prospero and Caliban’s relationship in 
terms of colonial authority and (co-)dependence. In Shakespeare’s The Tempest, 
Prospero’s dukedom is usurped by his brother Antonio and Alonso, King of Naples, and 
he is then exiled from Italy. Transposing Prospero and Caliban from their fictional island 
in the Caribbean onto the politically volatile island of Madagascar circa 1947–48, 
Mannoni concludes that Prospero’s “urge to dominate stems from his minority position, 
which results in a sense of inferiority and a compensatory desire to exert authority” while 
Caliban’s “willingness to be dominated, on the other hand, stems from [his] paternalistic 
need for security and discipline” (Dickinson 196). Mannoni argues that Prospero’s earlier 
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usurpation produced a sense of failure that resulted in a “compensatory desire to exert 
authority” over other subjects. Franz Fanon takes up a conflicting position, arguing in 
Black Skin, White Masks colonial power is “motivated not by an inferiority complex, but 
by a superiority complex, [Prospero’s] actions do not betray a will toward change, merely 
a will toward increasing power” (198). In this reading, Fanon emphasises that Prospero 
takes up the “white man’s burden” not to civilise Caliban but to control him. 
Dickinson draws an analogy between the Prospero-Caliban relationship and the 
Desdemona-Othello one. In the same way that Prospero’s civilising claims mask his 
intentions to dominate the native, Desdemona likewise wants to gain “power through 
love”. In Not Now, the black actor claims that Desdemona’s stubborn insistence in 
pleading Cassio’s case (3.3) is similar to the way white liberals desire to govern the black 
man; Othello only has the illusion of choice and he ultimately acquiesces to Desdemona’s 
manipulative persistence. Mannoni’s reading suggests that Desdemona wants to dominate 
Othello because of her sense of powerlessness, while Othello complies out of a desire for 
“security and discipline”. However, Dickinson prefers Fanon’s reading: Desdemona 
dominates Othello because she feels superior to him.  
I would like to suggest that Mannoni’s and Fanon’s explanations are not mutually 
exclusive: a subject can possess both Mannoni’s “inferiority complex” and Fanon’s 
“superiority complex” concurrently. Desdemona, whose identity is predicated on being 
both white and a woman, can feel both “inferior” due to her weaker gender position in 
white society and “superior” when she relates to a black man on the basis of race. By 
condescending to be with a black man, Desdemona ironically tips the power dynamics of 
the marriage in her favour since she is able to, as a white woman, leverage on her superior 
racial position and dominate Othello. Desdemona, like Prospero, can no longer be read as 
benevolent since the white liberal’s declared interest in political change is merely a means 
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by which she can gain personal power. Reading Desdemona in relation to postcolonial 
theorists like Fanon and Mannoni profoundly affects her characterisation in adaptation to 
reveal the darker intentions that lurk beneath her innocent facade. 
When transposed onto Apartheid and its oppressive politics, Shakespeare’s 
Othello must adapt to display a new sensitivity to the contexts in which it functions. As 
the two actors debate Othello and Desdemona’s motivations, the black actor demonstrates 
how dominant interpretations of the play are inherently racist. In turn, this perpetuates the 
cycle of oppression where black men are reduced to stereotypes reinforced by white 
society. Murray Carlin’s play reveals that a love relationship between Desdemona and 
Othello is inevitably tainted by race, politics, and power.   
Despite the similarities between Othello and “real-life” Apartheid which Not Now 
self-reflexively points to, it is the theatre that functions as a bridge between the two. If 
tragedy is indeed cathartic then the violence of the conflict-ridden Othello rehearsal is 
exactly what brings about an affirmation of the possibility of genuine love between the 
two subjects. The theatre space and Othello function as a site of contestation. The 
rehearsal premise means that the actors must also maintain professional distance from the 
fiction of Othello and from their own personal lives. Their controversial racial statements 
and personal accusations also have the luxury of taking the guise of objective 
“interpretations” of Shakespeare’s play. By doing so, Shakespeare’s play becomes a safe 
site for the actors to wrestle with their political differences, their personal insecurities, 
and their attitudes toward their interracial relationship. Through the rehearsal, the couple 
commit to marriage, affirming Shakespeare’s continued relevance not only in the political 
sphere, but also in the private. In the same way, Shakespearean adaptation allows the 
contemporary audience to engage with difficult issues like gender, race, and politics 
within the safety of “fiction”. 
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Black and white feminism: Desde/Mona’s Harlem Duet 
Harlem Duet is premised on the fact that Shakespeare’s Othello had a black wife whom 
he left after meeting Desdemona. Similar to the Desdemona of Not Now, the Desdemona 
of Djanet Sear’s Harlem Duet (1997) is a white liberal. In fact, “Mona” is a self-
confessed “white liberal feminist” who teaches at Columbia University in New York 
City.Like Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea (1966), which reframes Charlotte Bronte’s 
Jane Eyre (1847) from the perspective of the Other (woman), the absent non-white 
woman in a canonical text is given a voice through character fiction. Rhys’s narrative 
focuses on Jane Eyre’s Bertha Mason, Rochester’s first wife from the West Indies. 
Canonized as the iconic “madwoman in the attic” (Gilbert and Gubar 1979), Bertha 
inhabits the forgotten fringes of the house just as she inhabits the margins of the text. 
Never actually seen, Bertha can only affect the main narrative by her absence. Rhys 
makes Bertha, the previously invisible woman, visible by turning her into “Antoinette”, a 
fully rounded character. In the same way, Harlem draws attention to the perspective of 
the black woman who is forgotten in Othello and shifts the “focus from interracial 
relations as perceived by white culture to the ways in which miscegenation affects black 
women” (Fischlin and Fortier 287).  
The story of the black man leaving his black wife for a white woman is presented 
as a perennial problem. Harlem Duet occurs in three distinct historical moments. The first 
narrative featuring two black slaves is set in 1860, two years before Emancipation; the 
second narrative, featuring a black actor in love with his white manager, is set during the 
Harlem Renaissance in 1928; the main narrative thread is set in the contemporary age. 
The third thread contemporizes the Othello narrative in relation to its American setting 
while the earlier two emphasise the “the historical sweep of the motivations and emotions 
of its characters as they struggle to deal with the twin variables of race and sexuality” 
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(Fischlin and Fortier 287). Billie has sacrificed her academic career to help Othello 
advance his, only for him to leave her for his white colleague, Mona. The narratives of 
the three temporal frames comment on one another and in two cases out of three, the 
black man dies at the hands of the black woman. The emblematic Desdemona threatens 
and ultimately destroys black romantic relationships, the black woman and the black men 
who love her.  
Not only have non-white women been excluded from literary texts, they are also 
absent from mainstream feminist discourse (Bhavnani 7). While the events of Duet are set 
in an apartment, an academic context is invoked through the characters’ occupations. 
Othello and Mona are both faculty members at a university and Billie also has had 
training as an academic. Mona and Billie are both self-proclaimed feminists. Yet their 
rivalry for Othello’s affections undermines the unifying claims of feminism. Critics who 
read these Desdemona hypertexts as postcolonial or feminist plays often overlook how 
different feminisms are set up in opposition to one another; instead, these texts must be 
read as “second-wave feminist plays”. Second-wave feminism emerged as a response to 
first-wave feminism which “seemed too often to involve homogeneous visions of 
womanhood” (Nicholson 3); its discourse forces the recognition that “[c]ontrary to the 
best intentions of ‘sisterhood’, not all women share identical interests” (Association for 
African Women on Research and Development qtd. in Freedman 115). In opposition to 
the dominant white culture that Mona (literally) and Shakespeare’s Othello 
(metaphorically) represents, Duet acknowledges that race, class, politics, and culture 
mean that different women have different ways of accessing feminist thought. In fact, 
white and black feminism are presented in direct conflict with one another in Harlem. 
Equipped with a theoretical perspective, Billie employs academic frameworks to 
make sense of her personal tragedy as well as the wider implications of white and black 
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feminism. By doing so, Billie also theorises on behalf of the audience. Her hypotheses on 
how white women insidiously control black men, and why black men prefer white 
women, have similarities to the arguments made in Not Now: white women strategically 
perform weakness to induce a sense of masculinity in black men, who have been rendered 
effeminate by racism. To the black woman, the extent to which white women constructed 
themselves as feminine borders on the ridiculous: Billie asks, “is [the white woman] 
softer does she smell of tea roses and baby powder does she sweat white musk from 
between her toes” (296). In contrast, the multiple challenges black women have faced 
historically have resulted in the stereotype of the supernaturally strong black woman. 
This is compounded by the fact that white feminists manipulate this image of the black 
woman to serve their own agenda (hooks 36). After all, 
by projecting onto black women a mythical power and strength, white 
women both promote a false image of themselves as powerless, passive 
victims and deflect attention away from their aggressiveness, their power 
(however limited in a white supremacist, male-dominated state), their 
willingness to dominate and control. (hooks 38) 
 As a result, Othello subscribes to the stereotype of white women as powerless and 
passive victims. 
hooks’s reading of white women’s “willingness to dominate and control” is 
replicated in the portrayal of Mona. After Othello and Billie reconcile, albeit temporarily, 
the apartment buzzer rings and Mona is heard “through intercom” (301). Billie and 
Othello laugh, affirming their bond, when Othello rushes to answer the call while 
attempting to put on his clothes at the same time. Even through the indirect, mediated 
form of the intercom, Mona quickly destroys Billie and Othello’s brief re-connection with 
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two short lines: “It’s Mona. Could I have a word with Othello” (301). These cause 
Othello’s “demeanour [to] change” to such an extent that Billie “is unable to hide her 
astonishment” (301). Othello, as the black actor of Not Now claims, has become Mona’s 
“personal Black man” (Not Now 37). Despite never appearing onstage, Desdemona’s 
powerful presence hovers over and oppresses Billie from the margins of the text.  
If in Not Now, Desdemona is the “first power hungry white liberal”, in Harlem 
Duet, Mona is the white feminist who betrays the feminist claim of universal sisterhood 
by destroying the black romantic relationship. It is, ironically, Othello who points out the 
differences between black and white feminism: 
Othello Mona wanted me to tell you [about our engagement] 
Billie Yes. Yes. Being a feminist and everything —A woman’s 
right to know —since we’re all in the struggle ... I thought you hated 
feminists.  
Othello  Well...I didn’t mean that. I mean ... the White woman’s 
movement is different. 
Billie Just Black feminists. 
Othello No, no ... White men have maintained a firm grasp of the 
pants. I mean, White men have economic and political pants that 
White women have been demanding to share. 
Billie White wisdom from the mouth of the mythical Negro. 
Othello Don’t you see that’s exactly my point! You... The Black 
feminist position as I experience it in this relationship, leaves me 
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feeling unrecognised as a man. Black women wear the pants that 
Black men were prevented from wearing. (304) 
The Desdemona figure is no longer the female victimised by patriarchy but the white, 
upper-class female who oppresses women of other races.  
Although Othello recognises the historical, economic and political differences 
between white and black feminism(s), he is oblivious to how it is exactly these 
differences that adversely affect his relationship with Billie and shape his attraction to 
Mona. This preference for white women must be understood in terms of the socio-
economic factors that push black men away from black women and pull them toward 
white women. Critics have theorised that the constant pressure faced by black family 
units throughout the course of black American history led to “greater equality in relations 
between black men and black women” (Lerner 49). But Othello prefers a masculinist 
sense of superiority over his partner. The black slave in the 1860s narrative explains, “I 
love you. It’s just ... She needs me. She respects me. Looks up to me, even. I love you. 
It’s just ... When I’m with her I feel like ... a man” (302). While Othello can easily 
express his love for his black partner, his desire for his white slave owner is harder to 
articulate, suggesting that the relationship between black men and white women is 
complicated by perhaps a perverse blend of duty and a desire for affirmation.  
Black men’s attraction to white women must also be understood in terms of the 
history of black exclusion from white society. Billie observes that when Othello is with a 
white woman, he is “proud [that he] isn’t just any Negro. He’s special. That’s why she’s 
with him” (296), implying that black men are motivated by a sense of racial inferiority to 
seek a white woman who will correct this “deficiency”. Billie goes further in her analysis, 
accusing Othello of desiring to conform to white standards: he is merely “looking for 
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White respect” (299) through the affair with Mona; afterall, Othello thinks that “[Black] 
success is Whiteness” (300). A white lover, therefore, is the equivalent of symbolic 
acceptance by white society.  
While the white woman offers Othello weakness and affirmation, being with the 
black woman is “too fucking difficult” (304) and the black relationship is always fraught 
with racial and personal conflict. In the 1860 narrative thread, the black man refuses to 
elope to Canada with his black lover, preferring the painless recourse; he would rather be 
a slave to his white mistress than be free, with his black lover. The black woman’s 
attempts to convince him to leave with her are futile: “Fight with me I would fight with 
you. Suffer with me, O ... I would suffer with you” (302). The repetition of the verbs 
“fight” and “suffer” recall the history of economic and racial pressures experienced by 
black women — to survive, black women had to learn to be strong, “to endure, survive 
and move forward” (Brown 279). Othello is, however, tired of fighting unending battles 
on the basis of race. For him, the black woman’s racial angst is frustrating as they were 
always “filled with hostility about the unequal treatment they were getting at their jobs” 
(305). Moreover, black women had a tendency to view black men stereotypically: Othello 
accuses Billie of seeing him as “represent[ing] every Black man she has ever been with 
and with whom there was still so much to work out” (305).  In contrast, Othello believes 
that Mona can see him “for who he is” (305): as an individual whose identity comprises 
more than just his race.  
Universal feminism falls apart as Harlem Duet highlights how “women [like 
Mona] are also members of classes and countries that dominate others” (Walters 97). 
Billie says sarcastically, “When White women were burning their bras, we were hired to 
hold their tits up. We looked after their homes, their children” (304). This reference to the 
Women’s Liberation movement highlights the way black women played an invisible, 
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supportive role in white women’s struggle for political rights. White women were able to 
get involved in politics because they were freed from home labour by the “increased 
availability outside the home of services formerly provided inside the home — these jobs 
[were] disproportionately filled by women of colour” (Brown 276). White middle-class 
women then entered the labour market and gained political confidence as well as social 
status: white women have repaid the black women unkindly. 
From Billie’s perspective, white women have oppressed black women in three 
ways. Firstly, white women have failed to recognise black women’s contributions to the 
feminist movement. Secondly, they continue to exclude black feminist discourse from 
mainstream feminism. Mona and Othello’s faculty positions and Billie’s unemployment 
function metaphorically to suggest how white women and black men continue to dictate 
the critical and academic discourse on race and gender. Lastly, white women take 
advantage of the socio-economic conditions which plague black relationships to take the 
black man away from his black partner. Perhaps Harlem can be read as a fictional 
expression of bell hooks’ critique of the “exclusionary practices of women who dominate 
the feminist discourse” (hooks 35). In Harlem, Mona is the quintessential white feminist 
— bourgeois, privileged, white, middle class, college-educated and adult. 
While its content engages with black feminism, Harlem Duet’s structure is based 
on a distinctively black aesthetic — jazz music. The stage directions call for audio 
recordings of significant black events such as Martin Lurther King’s speech to be played 
in between scenes. The concurrent time lines and the tension between the absence 
suggested by the audio recordings and the staged presence of the actors reinforce the 
sense of dialogue suggested by the “Duet” in the title of the play. Entitled Harlem Duet, 
the notion of the “duet” is performed both metaphorically through the “various allusive 
partnerships in the play” and literally, through the dramatic use of “the instruments of 
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cello and double bass” (Sanders 54). Together, these contribute to a sense of multiplicity 
suggested by jazz. More importantly, the jazz aesthetic is a fitting metaphor for Sear’s 
playful, improvisational adaptation of Shakespeare’s Othello. Linda Hutcheon has 
compared adaptations to jazz variation which transforms the main theme through 
individual creative decisions and actions (Theory 86). However, jazz also functions as a 
means of black resistance in writing. Henry Louis Gates Jr.’s The Signifying Monkey 
(1988) invokes the “crucial analogue of jazz music and the improvisional yet allusive 
techniques” to discuss black writing (qtd. in Sanders 10). Gates argues that African-
American writing is double-voiced and self-consciously intertextual as it speaks both in 
relation to white and black culture (Sanders 10).  
Jazz functions as a structural principle in Duet to demonstrate a theoretical point. 
Jazz comprises multiple musical threads, and in the same way, a narrative consisting of 
heterogeneous voices is proposed as an alternative to the monolithic “white” approach. 
History, Elsa Barkley Brown proposes, should be “everyone talking at once, multiple 
rhythms being played simultaneously” (274). Unfortunately, feminist studies have 
overlooked the diverse histories of different groups of women and “the fact that these 
histories exist simultaneously, in dialogue with each other” (Brown 276). Perhaps Sears 
suggests that, like feminist histories, black and white feminisms must attempt to see each 
other as being in dialogue, rather than in competition, with one another. 
Desdemona as upper-class tyrant in Handkerchief:  feminist “sisterhood” unravels  
As mentioned in the early section of this chapter, Paula Vogel’s Desdemona: A Play 
About a Handkerchief (1987) has been read as a feminist play because of its irreverent 
attitude toward female sexuality, male sexual surveillance and female lifestyle choices. 
However, critics tend to overlook the play’s darker commentary. Handkerchief also 
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depicts Desdemona as an over-privileged and selfish feminist, but instead of race, focuses 
on how class differences lead to mutual oppression and misunderstanding between 
women. 
Set in the same time and place as Shakespeare’s play, Handkerchief reframes 
Othello from the women’s backroom. This premise suggests that the three women form 
what may be termed a “feminist utopia” (Bartkowski 1991): there are no men cast in 
Handkerchief, the space of the backroom is “female”, safe and private, allowing the three 
women to indulge in bawdy talk and gossip about the men. However, this impression is 
quickly dispelled and the play “stages the difficulties of female solidarity” (Fischlin and 
Fortier 234) and the interaction between Desdemona, Emilia, and Bianca remains highly 
political. While Desdemona claims to be Bianca’s friend, in actuality, she merely treats 
Bianca as an entertaining means of passing time. One instance of this politicking occurs 
when Desdemona admits that, as a confined upper-class lady, she has nothing else for 
“amusement’s sake” (249). During the same visit, Desdemona is patronising and 
“enthralled” by Bianca’s lower class slang: “‘Crack a crust!’ How clever you are 
Bianca!” (246). As result, Bianca is “disturbed” (249) by the revelation that she is more 
of a clown than a friend. In response, “Emilia smiles”, glad that Desdemona and Bianca’s 
friendship cannot exclude her.  
Despite their physical closeness, the women in Handkerchief continue to prioritise 
their relationships with men over their relationships with one another. Emilia’s belief that 
“there’s no such thing as friendship among women” (26) becomes a self-fulfilling 
prophecy and resigns all of them to machinations not only by men, but more 
devastatingly, by each other. Emilia betrays Desdemona by giving her handkerchief to 
Iago and Bianca physically attacks Desdemona for allegedly sleeping with Cassio. 
Although Vogel theatrically represents the “feminist utopia” through the backroom as a 
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place where women are physically safe from men, it is clear that the women cannot 
escape from patriarchy at a psychological level. Marianne Novy points out that the female 
characters make various “limiting assumptions” based on gender expectations: “Emilia 
thinks the prayer is the best way to deal with unhappiness in marriage — Bianca thinks 
Cassio is going to marry her ... [and] Desdemona thinks she needs to Ludovico’s help to 
escape” (75). Instead of the conventional feminist adaptations that depict empowered 
women who aim to break free from patriarchy, this mode of the feminist adaptation 
reveals how women, despite having some semblance of independence and rebellion, self-
sabotage through their patriarchal modes of thinking and their desperate desire to please 
and continued dependence on men.  
Handkerchief proposes that it is also class difference that leads to the sometimes 
vicious competition between the three women. They are defined by their class in the 
character list: Desdemona is “[u]pperclass. Very”, Emilia is middle-class with a “[b]road 
Irish brogue”, while Bianca is defined by a working class accent, “[s]tage-cockney”. In 
fact, the hierarchy in the character list mirrors the pecking order in Handkerchief: 
Desdemona oppresses Emilia who in turn oppresses Bianca. In the world of the play, it is 
education, money, rank, and manners that give the women power. Even from a young 
age, Desdemona exhibited blatant class snobbery and Emilia recounts an incident from 
Desdemona’s childhood: 
There was the day the Senator, your father, gave you your first strand of 
pearls from the Indies — you were all of five — and your hand just plucked 
it from your neck. How you laughed to see us ... scrambling on all fours like 
dogs after truffles, scooping up those rollin’ pearls. (237)  
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While this might seem like childish fancy, Desdemona continues to manipulate 
others of a lower class by banking on their desire for luxury. She confesses to Bianca that 
she deliberately “keep[s Emilia] in line with the prospect of eventual advancement” even 
though Emilia is “too unsuitable for that — [because] she doesn’t speak a word of 
French” (246). As Novy highlights, “Desdemona’s own treatment of Emilia is shown to 
be as much of an exploitation as any man makes of any woman during the play itself” 
(76). This Desdemona is almost diametrically opposed to Shakespeare’s Desdemona: she 
is flighty, manipulative, unfaithful and superficial. Her exploitative attitude toward other 
women in the play makes Desdemona replicate the very patriarchal structures from which 
she seeks to escape.  
 Critics of Shakespeare’s Othello generally agree that Emilia gives Desdemona’s 
handkerchief to Iago out of a misplaced sense of loyalty to her husband. In Handkerchief, 
however, Emilia takes pleasure in Desdemona’s anxiety over her loss and hands it to Iago 
as a passive-aggressive act of revenge — it is the one way Emilia can re-assert a sense of 
power over Desdemona who continually lords it over her. Emilia is literally two-faced, 
one stage direction has her put on a “sincere servile face” but she then turns away to form 
a “secret smile” (240). However, Desdemona is not completely blameless since she ends 
up courting her own downfall by continually taking advantage of Emilia’s desire for 
social advancement. Because Emilia’s notion of success is “splendid dresses, the 
command of a household of subservient maids, a husbandless existence”, she is ripe for 
exploitation, turning “energetically, resolutely and obediently” to the most menial tasks 
(244), lured by the prospect of a promotion. Emilia’s desire for a rise in social status is 
regularly exploited by Desdemona, who buys her grudging co-operation with the promise 
of a promotion. 
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Despite her lower status, Emilia is just as snobbish as Desdemona. She says to 
Desdemona, “you shouldn’t go a rubbing’ elbows with one o’ [Bianca’s] class ... Lie 
down with hussies, get up with crabs ...” (238). Given that Emilia knows about 
Desdemona’s stint at the whore house, it is ironic that the former is more concerned with 
the latter’s reputation than her virtue. The continual mutilation of the French term for a 
lady in waiting, the “fille de chambre”, is an apt motif for this vicious cycle of mutual 
oppression. Desdemona says, “However can I, the daughter of the Senator, live with a 
washer woman as fille de chambre? .... You must shrink your vowels and enlarge your 
vocabulary” (241). Emilia repeats Desdemona’s statement in an attempt to intimidate and 
belittle Bianca, “Lux-i-o-ri-us! If I was you, I’d large my voc-abulary, an’ shrink me 
vowels” (244). By echoing Desdemona’s vocabulary and French, Emilia attempts to 
appropriate class. Although Bianca is “impressed [and] scared” by Emilia’s title and also 
pronounces it wrongly as “fee dar shimber” (244), the audience is aware of Emilia’s 
mispronunciation, which reveals the poverty of her pretensions and reaffirms her low 
status. In this class-conscious context, knowledge of French is what differentiates one 
woman from the other.  
The class differences among the women also translate into different kinds of 
female suffering. Emilia is in an empty, sexually unsatisfying marriage to a bitter man 
while Bianca suffers society’s mockery and Cassio’s rejection. While Emilia and Bianca 
suffer from a lack of male protection, Desdemona suffers from an excess of it. 
Desdemona has the notion that suffering happens along the lines of class. It is, according 
to her, “the curse of aristocratic blood” to feel “full of whims and premonitions” (241). 
Unlike Emilia and Bianca, Desdemona’s physical and material comfort means that her 
suffering is intellectual rather than material or social. While Desdemona has the energy 
and time to wax lyrical on the state of oppression married women face, Emilia cannot 
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fathom her inclination to theorise. Naively, Emilia suggests a physical cause for 
Desdemona’s discomfort, “Perhaps it was something m’lady et?” (241). Emilia’s earthy 
focus on the physical realm and immediate reality makes Desdemona laugh but “Mealy 
can’t understand what is so funny” (241). Likewise, Desdemona mis-reads Bianca’s life 
as the life of a “free woman — a new woman who can make her own living in the world 
— who scorns marriage for the lie that it is” (20). However, it turns out that Bianca wants 
exactly what Desdemona has but scorns — marriage, a loving husband and a stable 
household. Misunderstanding and jealousy further sour the relationship between the 
women, who each feels that her suffering is the worst. 
The play suggests that what feminism should achieve is not monolithic: the 
desires of women in one class are exactly what the woman in another class has but 
disdains. Class and socio-economic status affect the worldviews of the three women, 
which in turn reinforces a sense of mutual misunderstanding. Despite their physical 
proximity, Desdemona, Emilia, and Bianca remain alienated from one another. 
Desdemona as both Angel and Devil 
Upon realizing that Othello has murdered Desdemona, Shakespeare’s Emilia exclaims 
“O, the more angel she,/ And you the blacker devil! (5.2.132–3). Indeed the binaries of 
heaven/hell and angel/demon permeate the language of Othello (Croft 9). But this 
quickness in attributing angelic characteristics to Desdemona is subverted not only by the 
notion of the “monstrous feminine” but also by the tensions suggested in Desdemona’s 
very name. Ron Hess has identified quadruple contradictory meanings in Desdemona’s 
name. In particular, there is a paradoxical sense that Desdemona is both virginal, as 
“monja” is Spanish for “nun” and refers more generally to a noble lady, and devilish, 
since “monja” also means “derived of the devil” in French (220).  
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This chapter analyzes feminist adaptations that have moved away from the 
traditional approach of simply highlighting admirable qualities in Shakespeare’s female 
characters. As demonstrated, the Desdemona hypertexts seem to move away from 
Holmer’s notion of a Christian Desdemona; a truly feminist Desdemona no longer has to 
uphold virtues that are inherently feminine — she can be downright unfeminine. Just as 
the “figure of the unruly woman was also valorised as a rallying point for protest against 
social injustice” (Stallybrass 43), there is a shift away from the portrayal of female 
agency in the Ophelia hypertexts to women’s outright defiance in the Desdemona 
character fictions.  
 Feminist adaptation has conventionally been about moving away from “mere 
victimisation” to being aware of the “cunning propensities of Shakespeare’s women in 
love” (Callaghan 9). However, readers should not assume that any Shakespearean 
feminist adaptation necessarily works to valorise the previously victimised character: 
there are many different kinds of feminism and many different kinds of feminist works. A 
closer analysis of the texts in this chapter reveals that feminism’s interactions with race 
and class demand a more rigorous, alternative perspective to mainstream feminism. In the 
intersections of feminism with class and race, Desdemona, the victim figure in 
Shakespeare and literary criticism, becomes the villain. Associated with privilege, she is 
given power over other characters due to her superior race and class position.  
These Desdemona hypertexts function as fictional representations of second-
wave feminism which argues that difference among women must allow different kinds of 
feminisms to emerge. This chapter cautions against using the umbrella term “feminist 
adaptation” to refer to hypertexts that focus on women and for a more nuanced 
understanding of the various texts’ feminist politics. These texts articulate the 
problematic position of white liberal feminists, who, in their aggressive bid for gender 
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equality, overlook the differing concerns of other marginalised groups. Through 
reinterpreting Othello in three different contexts, these texts complicate the role of the 
woman in Shakespeare by re-presenting a Desdemona who uses the facade of the “angel” 













Chapter Three — Desiring Shakespeare Romeo and Juliet: Nostalgia and the 




The appeal of Romeo and Juliet: nostalgia and the desire for lost youth 
Although Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet is, unequivocally, the contemporary cultural 
shorthand for romantic love, Marjorie Garber argues that it is the play’s depiction of 
“youth” rather than “love” that makes it so appealing. In the first place, the themes of 
Romeo and Juliet — teen rebellion, generational conflict and blossoming sexuality — are 
strongly associated with contemporary youth culture. The relationship between Romeo 
and Juliet is a distinctively adolescent one: the “star-crossed lovers” are involved in a 
secretive romance, are obstructed by “parents who just-don’t-understand”, and are 
impacted by the equivalent of modern “peer pressure” (Garber 53). Psychologists have 
even coined the term the “Romeo and Juliet effect” to refer to the phenomenon of 
parental interference in young love that “intensifies the feeling of romantic love” (Garber 
57). The play’s influence on youth psychology further cements the play’s association 
with youth in the popular imagination.  
Compared to the high tragedy of Hamlet or Othello, Romeo and Juliet is 
comparatively approachable. However, Romeo and Juliet’s appeal goes further than a 
sense of identification between a young audience and the protagonists. Beyond its 
thematic concerns, it has been argued that the play is itself infused with a sense of 
youthful optimism; the Romantic critic Hazlett has claimed that “[t]here is the buoyant 
spirit of youth in every line” (qtd. in Garber 43). In fact, many mature actors have 
portrayed Romeo and Juliet successfully and with relative ease, leading Garber to argue 
that the play, “rather than being about youth, could produce it” (46).  
Romeo and Juliet’s permanent place in the cultural imagination can also be 
attributed to the fact that youth is, by definition, a collective experience.  As mentioned 
earlier, Romeo and Juliet depicts universal experiences: young love, rebellion, familial 
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disapproval, romantic frustration and despair (Garber 33–5). Moreover, youth has been 
described as "unambiguously desirable, the state of being that is most regretted in its 
passing and to which an endless effort of recovery or preservation is directed” (Osgerby 
2001 qtd. in Richards 1). Therefore, youth, according to Osgerby, is intricately tied to 
desire, regret, and attempts to recover an optimistic spirit, now gone. In another words, 
Romeo and Juliet’s youthful tone and its depiction of youth might be one way to account 
for the often nostalgic responses to the play.    
Nostalgia operates on the premise that the past, like youth, is a desirable state. 
This chapter demonstrates how three hypertexts engage with Shakespeare’s Romeo and 
Juliet as a signifier of the past. Anne Fortier’s Juliet (2010), Suzanne Harper’s The Juliet 
Club (2010) and Anne-Marie MacDonald’s Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning 
Juliet) (1988) all contain narrative structures in which the contemporary protagonists 
“return” to the past, either metaphorically or literally. This chapter will first examine how 
nostalgia functions at an individual level to draw conclusions about the implications of 
collective nostalgia. Cultural nostalgia is evident in the way Shakespeare’s Romeo and 
Juliet is embedded within the larger narrative framework of the hypertexts. The 
discussion will then briefly situate nostalgia within the theoretical and aesthetic concerns 
of postmodernity. Serving as a proxy for Juliet in the hypertexts, this chapter argues that 
the protagonists’ attempts to fathom the past mirror contemporary society’s continued, 
yet complex, desire for Shakespeare and Romeo and Juliet. 
The women protagonist of Anne-Marie MacDonald’s Good Night Desdemona, 
Good Morning Juliet (1988), English professor Constance Ledbelly, travels through a 
time warp and interacts with the earlier source texts of Romeo and Juliet and Othello. 
Similarly, the other two texts have the contemporary female protagonist return to Italy, 
the “historical” site where the events of Romeo and Juliet occur, to re-evaluate the 
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Shakespearean play. The protagonist of Anne Fortier’s Juliet (2010) is American Julie, a 
descendent of the historical Giulietta who serves as the inspiration for Shakespeare’s 
Juliet. After her mother’s death, Julie visits Siena, her mother’s home town, in search of 
the promised fortune. To locate the treasure, Julie has to first access the past: she visits a 
forgotten section of the town library, reads a first-hand account of Giulietta and Romeo’s 
love story, unearths her ancestral history and researches Italian traditions.  
This association of Romeo and Juliet with the past also seems to stem from the 
belief that the grand romance that occurs in Shakespeare’s play no longer exists in the 
present. Suzanne Harper’s protagonist of The Juliet Club (2010) is Kate Sanderson, a 
cynical American teenager. Forced to take part in a Romeo and Juliet summer school 
program in Verona, she re-enacts the play for performance, dresses up in period costume, 
and learns both sword-fighting and ballroom dancing. Through an experiential interaction 
with the play and its historical contexts, Kate learns to fall in love.  
Of the three Shakespearean characters discussed in this thesis, only Juliet inspires 
nostalgia. After all, Ophelia and Desdemona experience more negative than positive 
events and Juliet experiences an enviable all-consuming love with Romeo. Moreover, 
Juliet’s suicide can be read as an active choice that resists patriarchy and the triumph of 
love in the face of overwhelming odds; it is preferable to succumbing to madness brought 
on by male abandonment, as in Ophelia, or being smothered by her husband, as in 
Desdemona. Although Juliet functioned within the confines of a patriarchal order, it was 
exactly the societal restrictions that made their grand acts of romance necessary. It seems 
like it is the romance of the Romeo and Juliet narrative that the women authors desire. 
There remains a sense that grand all-consuming passionate love can only be sustained in 
the past, a non-ironic state, which is diametrically opposed to the pervasive irony in 
postmodernity. The desire for the past is hard to extricate from the desire for other 
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qualities that Romeo and Juliet connote in the popular imagination; namely, romance, 
youth, authenticity and history. 
Irony: the difference between “the nostalgic mode” and a “critical revisiting” 
In Nostalgia: Sanctuary of Meaning (2005), Janelle Wilson proposes three ways for 
individuals to look back on the past: without judgment, rejection, or by lingering on it. 
Nostalgia must, firstly, compare the present to the past and secondly, express a desire to 
return to the past (Wilson 25). Since “lingering” signifies longing, desire, and an 
attachment to the past, this last approach is the attitude conventionally associated with 
nostalgia. Another common perception of nostalgia is that objectivity is not its mainstay, 
it is an emotional rather than an intellectual exercise: Wilson uses the distinction between 
the cerebral and sentimental modes of engagement to differentiate between “nostalgia” 
and more neutral terms like “reminiscence” and “recollection.” The Juliet hypertexts in 
this chapter do indeed have protagonists that desire and successfully return to the past, 
view it with rose-tinted glasses, and are emotionally attached to it. 
 Therefore, it would seem reasonable at first to conclude that these texts function 
in what Fredric Jameson terms the postmodern “nostalgia mode”. However, Jameson’s 
definition of the “nostalgia mode” is neither the nostalgia felt by an individual nor is it 
simply a longing inspired by a time that seems superior to the present. Instead, it refers to 
the negative aesthetic result of postmodern culture and is read as a symptom of artistic 
and cultural malaise. According to Jameson, “the producers of [postmodern] culture have 
nowhere to turn but to the past: the imitation of dead styles, speech through all the masks 
and voices stored up in the imaginary museum of a now global culture” (Cultural Logic 
18). Characterised by an inability to invent new narrative forms and modes of expression, 
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postmodern cultural producers have to continually reuse old images and commodities; the 
term “cultural recycling” was coined to refer to this process.  
Since postmodern society cannot come into contact with authentic representation, 
it is “condemned to seek the historical past through our own pop images and stereotypes 
about the past, which itself remains forever out of reach” (Jameson, Cultural Turn, 10). 
Jameson’s analysis of nostalgia is characterised by threefold frustration: dissatisfaction 
with the lack of representation of the present, the recognition that the representations of 
the past remain superficial, and an acknowledgement that this “desperate” desire for the 
past is futile. According to Jameson, nostalgia will never be able to fully access the past. 
These attempts to represent the past in the present have resulted in a “pseudo-historical 
depth” where all the “images, styles and aesthetics of the past are combined in an 
overstimulating ensemble” (Cultural Logic 19).  
Due to the nature of adaptation in which hypotexts are used to create a hypertext, 
it seems impossible to refute Jameson’s accusation that adaptations function in the 
“nostalgia mode” as a derivative product that compulsively reuses images of the past. 
This is corroborated by the way Charles Marowitz uses Jameson’s term in the title of his 
book, Recycling Shakespeare (1991), which is about the proliferation of Shakespearean 
adaptation in postmodern culture. In her book Adaptation and Appropriation (2006), Julie 
Sanders devotes one of the three chapters about the mostly widely adapted sources of her 
book to Shakespeare — the other two discuss myth, and fairytales. Lastly, Susan 
Bennett’s Performing Nostalgia: Shifting Shakespeare and the Contemporary Past 
(1996) makes the claim that much of Shakespearean performance is indeed nostalgic. 
Using the example of theatrical and film productions, which self-consciously refer to 
earlier productions of Shakespeare, Bennett argues that the “[t]he global industry of 
remarkable energy and profit — Shakespeare — provides the very best symptom of a 
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present-day epidemic, the past” (1). According to Bennett’s reading, the success of the 
Shakespeare industry feeds off the collective nostalgia of the contemporary age. 
However, this chapter takes the position that “cultural recycling” or “adaptation” 
cannot be so easily conflated with “nostalgia”. As the chapters on Ophelia and 
Desdemona have demonstrated, not all adaptation is “nostalgic.” In those cases, culture is 
recycled to resist, rather than perpetuate, the cultural images of the past. Rather than 
adhering to Jameson’s umbrella notion of all cultural recycling as “nostalgic”, this 
chapter adopts Linda Hutcheon’s position that the postmodern work is not a “nostalgic 
return” that self-indulgently desires the past; rather, “it is a critical revisiting, an ironic 
dialogue with the past of both art and society” (Theorizing, Hutcheon 4). Unlike the 
“nostalgia mode”, which is characterised by an unwitting and emotional attachment to 
past images, Hutcheon argues that postmodern interaction with the past can be a self-
conscious and intellectual negotiation. In “Irony, Nostalgia and the Postmodern”, 
Hutcheon agrees with Young and Vanderbilt’s position (1994) that irony is the “only 
defence” against the commoditisation of the past associated with the “nostalgia mode”. In 
other words, the postmodern work gains objectivity through the use of irony. In this 
sense, postmodern works can escape from Jameson’s negative critique of the “nostalgia 
mode” by self-consciously and self-reflexively commenting on their own nostalgic desire.  
These three postmodern texts, in the very act of invoking nostalgia, take 
responsibility for their desire by using irony to create “a small part of the distance 
necessary for reflective thought about the present as well as the past” (Hutcheon, 
Nostalgia 207). The texts’ critical attitudes toward Shakespearean tourism acknowledge 
the fact that the present will never be able to fully gain access to the past without relying 
on superficial re-presentations. At the same time, the seemingly better alternative of 
relying on historicity also fails; history is itself fragmented. Moreover, despite its claims 
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to objectivity, historical documents are, like literary texts and adaptation itself, merely a 
series of texts mediated by other texts. In these hypertexts, characterisation is also 
partially ironic and the nostalgic protagonists are often presented as passé, naïve and 
ineffective. These texts that might seem like a “nostalgic return[s]” at first, are in fact 
“critical revisiting[s]” of the past.  
But if the Juliet texts are conscious that the past cannot be fully accessed, how do 
these texts justify this return? The chapter will demonstrate how the temporary return 
leads to personal growth in the protagonist. It must be noted that the protagonists do not 
stay in the past, but through their journey transfer the lessons they learn from the past into 
the present. Since the protagonists function analogously as aspects of contemporary 
culture, these texts suggest that interacting with Shakespeare’s text allows contemporary 
culture to negotiate and construct their identity. Unlike the previous two chapters where 
Shakespeare is associated with patriarchy and white dominance respectively, with Romeo 
and Juliet, the playwright becomes a defender of the “old-school” ideals of love, passion, 
and optimism.  
The structure of nostalgia: present, bad; past, good 
Nostalgia serves to valorise the past and has been read as a “rebellion against the modern 
notion of time, the time of history and progress” (Boym qtd. In Wilson 22). Qualities 
associated with modernity, such as speed, continual change, and material advancement, 
have been conventionally accepted as positive changes that come with socio-economic 
advancement. Nostalgic narratives, however, often render these same qualities suspect. 
The past’s staidness is characterised as timeless and enduring, while the present’s speed is 
a relentless and unsustainable rush.  
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Anne Fortier’s parallel narrative structure in Juliet (2010) exemplifies the 
straightforward depiction of the harmonious past against the anarchic present, illustrated 
through the alternating pace and structure of Fortier’s concurrent narratives in Juliet. The 
contemporary plot is disconcerting, dangerous, and haphazard. In it, Julie follows a trail 
of clues that leads her to Alessandro, an ancestor of Romeo. On top of the instability of 
meaning in the clues she has to interpret, she faces perpetual uncertainty in her 
relationships: she cannot discern if Alessandro is a lover or enemy, if her sister wants to 
help or sabotage her, or if the generous Eva Maria can be trusted. Furthermore, she is in 
perpetual physical danger: she avoids theft, dodges the mafia, and is stalked by a 
motorcyclist. Although the twists and turns bring Julie closer to solving her questions, the 
whodunit element of the thriller plot exemplifies the intensity, paranoia, and speed of 
modern life.  
In contrast, the act of reading the historical account of Romeo and Juliet is stable, 
chronological (and hence, predictable), and takes place at a much slower pace than the 
contemporary plot. The narrative of the past, sandwiched between chapters of the 
contemporary narrative, is premised as diary entries written by “Maestro Ambrogio”, an 
artist who interacted with the historical Romeo and Juliet. In this narrative, morality is 
straightforward and the triumph of love is celebrated without irony. Despite the 
inevitability of the tragic ending, there is a sense of security in the story’s fixed 
conclusion and in the clearly defined roles of villains, accomplices, lovers, and friends. 
The simplicity of the Romeo and Juliet narrative, in comparison to the confusion of the 
contemporary narrative, reflects this binaristic approach toward nostalgia:  
Simultaneously distancing and approximating, nostalgia exiles us from the 
present as it brings the imagined past near. The simple, pure, ordered, easy, 
beautiful, or harmonious past is constructed (and then experienced 
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emotionally) in conjunction with the present — which, in turn, is constructed 
as complicated, contaminated, anarchic, difficult, ugly and confrontational. 
(Hutcheon, Nostalgia 195) 
This experience of desiring and consuming the past is, despite its tragedy, similar to 
nostalgia’s perception of the past itself as safe, fixed, and stable. The present narrative, 
for all its progress and movement toward a happy ending for Julie and Alessandro, is also 
associated with chaos, anarchy, and conflict.   
 Even though the past is valorised, the hypertexts also recognize that this desire 
for the past is, at some level, escapist. If nostalgia is structured by depicting the present as 
undesirable and the past as desirable, this is mapped onto the difficult personal situations 
of the protagonists at the beginning of the Juliet hypertexts. For example, MacDonald’s 
Constance’s experience with the time warp seems to be immediately triggered by the 
trauma of finding out that Professor Night, her colleague whom she is in love with, is 
marrying somebody else, leaving the university and taking up a faculty position she was 
interested in. The Juliet Club’s Kate Sanderson likewise views her opportunity to study 
Romeo and Juliet in Verona as the “perfect way to get over” the ex-boyfriend she has just 
broken up with (28).  
The nostalgic protagonists are, to an extent, depicted as somewhat old-fashioned 
and socially awkward; characters who cannot “fit” in the present and would hence 
indulge in escapist fantasy. Other than Club’s Kate, the other two protagonists conform to 
the stereotypes of nostalgic people as metaphorically “living in the past”. MacDonald’s 
Constance is described as a “drab and dusty academic” whose choice of attire, “a 
crumpled tweedy skirt and jacket shirt,” suggests her sense of both personal and academic 
irrelevance (Goodnight 7). Anne Fortier’s Julie has likewise been written out of 
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productive society. An idealistic drifter who drops out of graduate school, Julie spends 
years “couch-surfing with friends from the anti-war movement” and moves out whenever 
she finds a “Shakespeare teaching gig” (Juliet 21). Her low self-esteem, which stems 
from a lack of accomplishment, is evident when she compares herself to an “awkward 
tween” (Juliet 21). By portraying their protagonists as verging on contemporary 
irrelevance, the authors mildly ironize their own nostalgic protagonists as escapist and 
overly dreamy. 
Despite their idealism, the protagonists’ intentions are not entirely pure. Julie, 
Constance and Kate have pragmatic motivations for their engagement with Romeo and 
Juliet and want to reap tangible material, monetary, and academic benefits for their 
efforts. Julie’s familiarity with the Shakespearean text can potentially translate into 
financial value because it enables her to locate the statue referenced in Shakespeare’s play 
that was built to commemorate the lovers (5.3); in Juliet it is said to be “covered in purest 
gold” with “two green emeralds in the head of Romeo and two blue sapphires in the head 
of Giulietta” (Juliet 337). Likewise, Club’s Kate is not motivated by a love of 
Shakespeare. Instead, she is forced to attend summer school by her parents. Her father, a 
Shakespearean scholar, wants Kate to learn about Shakespeare while her mother views 
the program as a pragmatic means of boosting Kate’s resume. Likewise, Constance, the 
protagonist of Goodnight, is interested in the Gustav Manuscript, an indecipherable 
source text. There is no doubt that Constance possesses genuine intellectual curiosity but 
she is also motivated by fantasies of tenure and academic fame as “[w]hoever cracks the 
Gustav code will be right up there with Darwin, Bingham —” (Goodnight 16). Though 
the characters are depicted as naïve, on closer analysis, what seems like a nostalgic 
revisiting is partially a means to a pragmatic end.  
Evoking nostalgia through place: Italy as the site of the past, romance and desire 
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The discussion on nostalgia so far has been centred on the desire for a lost time. The 
Greek origins of the term, however, signify a desire for a lost place; the term nostalgia 
(“nostos ” meaning “to return home” and "algos" meaning “pain”) was first coined to 
describe a medical condition of homesickness. Nowadays, the original usage of the term 
“nostalgia” has been sidelined in favour of delineating a desire for a lost time. However, 
this division is artificially strict, especially when certain spaces are strongly associated 
with a sense of history.  
            In the Juliet hypertexts, Italy is deliberately constructed as a space associated with 
the past. The United States, associated with pragmatism, capitalism, and rationality, 
performs as a foil to Italy, associated with romance and history. Fortier’s Juliet 
romanticises Siena, Italy, where she believes the historical Romeo and Juliet lived. Siena 
is also where Julie’s personal and familial roots are. Therefore when Julie visits Siena, 
she literally returns “home” to access her family history and traditions. She also 
experiences a metaphorical return to the past through the experience of a historical space: 
As I walked down Via della Sapienza, the facades of ancient houses closed 
in on me from all sides, and I was soon trapped in a labyrinth of centuries 
past, following the logic of an earlier way of life. (Juliet 35) 
The space of Italy and its “past-ness” cannot be extricated from one another. As the 
reader of Fortier’s Juliet vicariously experiences Julie’s immersion in the historical space 
of Siena, he or she interacts with the city in the imaginative realm. The publishers’ 
marketing strategy makes it evident that Siena’s romance and history are key selling 
points of the novel, especially since many of the evocatively described locations in the 
novel are based on real places that still exist in Siena today. The novel’s official website 
displays photographs of the places featured in the novel, for example the Palazzo 
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Tolomei, the San Domenico cloister garden, and the Fontebranda basin. Viewers can even 
“click on the movable images below to take Julie’s photo tour of Siena”. Julie’s 
experience is nostalgic but Juliet as a novel also leverages on the contemporary reader’s 
desire to consume the history and romance of Italy. 
 This association of Italy with romance seems to be firmly entrenched in the 
American imagination. Verona is likewise idealised by Kate’s American friends in The 
Juliet Club, who believe that Kate will experience “[a]n Italian romance” (29), meet an 
“incredibly romantic and handsome Italian guy”, and that they will “both fall in love at 
first sight” (28).  This clichéd expectation reflects the enduring rose-tinted perception of 
Italy as a place that defies logic and inspires ardent love. American Kansas life seems 
“ordinary, normal [and] regular” in contrast to Verona which is “a new and enchanted 
reality” (Club 77). Like her friends, Kate is initially caught up in the romance of Verona, 
and evokes a sense of history through the description of place: 
They had walked across an ancient bridge to get to the part of the town 
where Juliet’s House stood. Sunlight glinted off the water, which ran swiftly 
beneath the stone arches. Tall, dark green cypresses stood along the 
riverbanks like arrows, black as shadows against the cloudless blue sky. 
When they reached the other side of the river, they had wended their way 
through narrow streets lined with old buildings .... Everywhere she looked, 
she saw a view that could have been transported directly from a Renaissance 
painting; everywhere she walked, she felt the mysterious presence of 
centuries of people walking the same path .... A feeling of absolute 
contentment filled her up and carried her all the way to number 23 Via 
Capelli, where, at last they arrived at Juliet’s House. (Club 51) 
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Comparing the view of Verona to a Renaissance painting suggests that an aestheticization 
of the past is occurring in Kate’s thought process. Depicted as simple yet rich, it is 
reflected positively through pastoral beauty and historical buildings; Kate’s subsequent 
“feeling of absolute contentment” probably stems from a sense of nostalgic fulfilment. 
However, as Kate progresses down the street she is quickly faced with the other side of 
the same nostalgic coin, she experiences an abrupt transition from a perfect impression of 
the past to a corrupt and commercialised present: 
When they turned down the street and found the right address, they 
discovered large iron gates that opened into a stone tunnel, which led in turn 
into a small courtyard. The courtyard was crowded with people taking 
photos of each other, the famous balcony and a bronze statue of Juliet.  Not 
one person, Kate noted, was reading the informational signs helpfully posted 
nearby, or even thumbing through a guidebook. A bustling gift shop was 
located directly across the courtyard from the entrance to Juliet’s House, and 
that was what attracted Lucy’s attention first. (Club 51) 
The earlier sense of wonder is disrupted by commercialisation, exemplified by the 
“bustling gift shop” that Kate’s friend is attracted to. Kate is even more affronted by the 
fact that nobody seems interested in acquiring any contextual knowledge of the play: the 
“informational signs: are largely ignored and the tourists do not use a “guidebook”. Here, 
the Juliet House’s claim to authenticity is in direct “tension with centrifugal forces of 
commerce and reproduction” (Lanier 147). The text employs irony to critique 
Shakespearean tourism and how contemporary culture exploits the desire for nostalgia; 
Kate’s experience with the Juliet house demonstrates how nostalgia is commodified and 
packaged into superficial experiences for tourists. Through Kate’s critical lens as a 
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literature student, the reader is invited to evaluate the accuracy of these representations of 
the past.  
Kate initially believes that a desire for the past can be fulfilled through a genuine 
understanding and appreciation of historical Verona. This is evident in her enthusiasm on 
seeing the re-construction of Juliet’s house where tourists can pay to interact with Romeo 
and Juliet’s balcony, Juliet’s bed, and period costumes. Eager to consume the experience, 
Kate and her friend Lucy pay the four euro entrance fee to enter Juliet’s house and are 
initially enchanted by how the place immediately evokes the play: the fireplace is “ready 
for Juliet’s father”, the chair “ready for Juliet’s mother”, and the balcony “ready for 
Juliet” (Club 65). In other words, the Juliet house feeds off Kate’s desire to have direct 
contact with the play as an imagined, lived reality.  
Bardbiz: re-creating the past in the tourism industry 
Fiction often reflects developments in Shakespeare studies and the analysis of Kate’s 
fictional experiences in the Juliet House in Verona has many similarities to Douglas 
Lanier’s analysis of Shakespearean tourism in Stratford-Upon-Avon (“Shakespearean 
Tourism and Festivals” [2002]). Both display what Lanier explains as a contemporary 
desire for contact with a historical Shakespeare, where there is “interplay between 
‘authentic’ artefacts, reconstruction, nostalgia, and projection of the present onto the past” 
(Lanier 146). However, disappointment quickly sets in when Kate realises “the rooms 
looked like an empty stage set” (Club 65). Likewise, her initial delight at discovering the 
“The Bed” is quickly dispelled when she realises that “far from being an antique, it was 
actually a movie prop from the 1968 film adaptation of Romeo and Juliet” (Club 66). The 
1968 film is an “adaptation”, the bed and costumes are “props” and the house is an 
“empty stage set” designed to generate income — these representations are merely 
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simulacra, an attempt to recapture an artistic mediation (the film) of an imagined reality 
(Shakespeare’s play), which is itself fictional. The fragments of the experience are highly 
unsatisfying and Kate notes the tourists’ over-enthusiasm for buying souvenirs like 
postcards (53) and “coloured sugar water” sold as “love potion” (52), and taking 
photographs with the “statue” (51) and “balcony” (54), superficial attempts at 
experiencing Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet.   
Of course, another level of irony occurs given that the hypertexts are themselves 
commercial products that function within the profit-making Shakespeare industry, a part 
of “Bardbiz”, “a multimillion pound and dollar business incorporating many other 
businesses and industries” (Hubert et al 7). In fact, the contemporary approach to 
Shakespeare differs from earlier adaptations because of the current emphasis on 
producing real, rather than merely cultural, capital. Banking on the financial promise of 
any Shakespearean adaptation, the Juliet hypertexts are a cultural phenomena of a larger 
“economically driven fetishization of the past and Shakespeare” (Bennett 34). However, 
implicit within Shakespeare’s relationship with commercial culture is another tension that 
Kate highlights. While the tourist industry in Verona is “[a] myth which misrepresents 
and idealizes the past in the service of the interests of the present, like all myths, 
[Shakespearean tourism] also gives expression to cultural aspirations that cannot be 
entirely reduced to bad faith” (Lanier 166). In other words, consumerism is a necessary 
evil in the contemporary conditions since the commercialisation of Shakespeare, by 
making Shakespeare financially feasible, ironically, is also responsible for keeping 
Romeo and Juliet alive in the cultural imagination. 
Jameson’s “Pseudo-Historical Depth”: The Past as Historical Text 
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To Kate, pursuing knowledge of the play’s contexts constitutes a superior response to a 
desire for Romeo and Juliet. As mentioned earlier, Kate is disturbed that the 
informational signs and guidebooks are overlooked by the majority of the tourists at the 
Juliet House. Kate also sympathises with the tired, unappreciated tour guide who ends her 
spiel with “her shoulders slumped, her voice listless, finished by saying, without much 
hope” (65). The Juliet Club sets up tourism as a superficial means of accessing the past 
but suggests an alternative mode of experiencing Romeo and Juliet.  
However, engaging with the past through the objective form of “knowledge” is 
not so straightforward. The other two Juliet hypertexts exemplify the post-structuralist 
principle that all texts are mediated by previous texts, therefore any appeal to the 
authority of literary or historical texts inevitably fails. The hypertexts reveal that 
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet is not a stable entity as the play is itself an adaptation of 
earlier sources. Attempts to gain access to Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet can end up 
similar to chasing the proverbial white rabbit down a rabbit hole: meaning is continually 
deferred, contingent on even earlier sources that emerge in the pursuit of the “original” 
version.  
Contemporary authors draw the reader’s attention to accounts that pre-date 
Shakespeare’s version. In the Reader’s Guide to O, Juliet (2010) a Young Adult novel, 
Robin Maxwell sets the novel in fifteenth-century Florence instead of Verona, noting that 
the narrative is based on an original incident that took place in 1216 when “two families 
from opposing factions came to blows [after] a Donati girl ran off with a Buondelmonti 
boy” (2). By returning the narrative to “its earliest Italian roots [in] Florence” (Reader’s 
Guide), Maxwell removes Shakespeare from the revered position of the origin of 
meaning. Maxwell elaborates on how the setting of the Romeo and Juliet narrative has 
shifted throughout its history:  for example, Masuccio Salernitno sets the story in Siena, 
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while Luigi Da Porta and Matteo Bandello set it in Verona. A sense of subjectivity is 
induced as Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet is revealed to be itself mediated by previous 
texts and their histories. 
Like Maxwell’s novel, Fortier’s Juliet and MacDonald’s Goodnight also display 
a desire to return not to Shakespeare’s play, but to Shakespeare’s sources. Like 
Maxwell’s novel, Fortier’s Juliet challenges Shakespeare’s authority by insisting that his 
play is merely one of many versions of the Romeo and Juliet narrative. To unravel the 
mystery of the Juliet Eyes, Fortier’s Julie has to solve the literary puzzle contained in a 
mysterious box that her deceased mother has left for her. In it, Julie finds sheets of paper 
that contain various versions of the Romeo and Juliet narrative. She arranges the nine 
versions in chronological order (49): 
Maestro Ambrogio’s Journal (1340) 
Giulietta’s letters to Giannozza (1340) 
The Confessions of Friar Lawrence (1340) 
La Maledizion sul Muro (1370) 
Masuccio Salernitano’s Thirty-Third Story (1476) 
Luigi da Porto’s Romeo and Juliet (1530) 
Matteo Bandello’s Romeo and Juliet (1554) 
Arthur Brooke’s Romeus and Juliet (1562) 
William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet (1597) 
Through this presentation of Shakespeare’s sources, Fortier illustrates the derivative 
nature of Shakespeare’s play, a product of a series of distortions that stem from a 
historical source. This presentation, ordered as such, reinforces a sense of (pseudo-) 
historical depth that reveals the narrative’s pre-Shakespearean history, demonstrating how 
Fortier prioritises the historical over the fictional. In an interview with Amazon, Fortier 
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states that she wanted to remove Shakespeare’s “poetic polish”, assuming that this would 
make the narrative more historically viable and hence, more “realistic” (Interview). 
However, even history is an unstable text and Julie’s access to the “true” account is 
likewise mediated by the various versions of the Romeo and Juliet narrative. Physically, 
the texts are diverse, “some were creased and faded, others were newer and more crisp” 
(49). Textually, they are also “mysterious and often fragmented” (50). By highlighting 
the physical and textual fragility of the documents, the implication is that our 
understanding of historical texts and history is highly contingent “upon complex and 
subtle social processes of preservation and effacement” (Montrose 6). These two 
processes reflect the palimpsestual nature of adaptation, which occurs through the 
selective processes of retaining and discarding elements of the hypotext. In Juliet, as well 
as in Maxwell’s novel, the “original” Shakespearean version is revealed to be itself a 
hypertext; the “latest” version of an adaptation derived from earlier sources. These 
references to Shakespeare’s sources demonstrate that there is “no such thing as an 
autonomous text or original genius that can transcend history” (Hutcheon, Nostalgia 
111).  
When Julie orders the texts in chronological order, starting with the “primary 
texts” of 1340, the hypertext self-consciously comments on the study of influence and 
adaptation. A major sub-field of Shakespeare studies, for example, specialises in 
investigating what literatures, histories, events, languages, narratives, and authors 
influenced Shakespeare. However, this sequential approach also becomes a textual 
representation of how the contemporary reader must sift through different layers of text to 
access the past. The arrangement of these fragmented sheets of paper draws attention to 
how “textual traces are themselves subject to subsequent textual mediations when they 
are constructed as ‘documents’ upon which historians ground their own texts, called 
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‘histories’” (Bennett 3–4). History is itself an adaptation, a “text” with the potential for 
fiction since it is subject to various mediations. Despite Fortier’s attempts at recreating 
the past through literal fragments, it is clear that her attempts are partially futile.  
Even without the distortion of time and interpretation, Fortier makes the 
postmodern argument against objective “truth”. A closer analysis of the three primary 
sources that date to 1340 demonstrate their inherent instability: the diary accounts, which 
form the bulk of the “past” narrative, are refracted through the personal perspectives of 
Maestro Ambriogio, an artist who was only indirectly involved with Romeo and Juliet. 
The second source, Giulietta’s letters to her sister, also focuses more on the happy events 
prior to the tragic denouement of Romeo and Juliet, and seems ignorant of the primary 
events that Maestro Ambriogio describe. The last source, the “Confessions of Friar 
Lawrence” also cannot be taken at face value since it is extorted under conditions of 
torture. Even if Julie can locate and read these “primary” sources, the contemporary 
protagonist cannot form an “objective” and “true” historical account due to the inherently 
biased and incomplete nature of all sources. 
Ironic interpretation: postmodern “play” and the unknowable past  
The attempts to revisit the past are limited: Shakespearean tourism is revealed to be 
superficial, while historical and literary texts are inherently unstable. How then can a 
culture obsessed with nostalgia assuage the desire for the past? Marie-Ann MacDonald’s 
Goodnight Desdemona (Good morning Juliet) suggests that one can only attempt to do so 
with the existentialist recognition that there is no true “past”. Interpretation is inherently 
unreliable because these texts cannot be experienced independent of the reader’s own 
contexts and desires.  
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Like Fortier’s Juliet, MacDonald’s Constance is invested in the notion that 
Shakespeare’s plays have sources that must be explored to make sense of his work. 
Constance Ledbelly is an assistant professor who is distracted by the prospect of 
deciphering The Gustav Manuscripts, a cryptic ancient manuscript she believes to be the 
original source of Shakespeare’s Othello and Romeo and Juliet. However, her colleague 
and superior, Professor Night, condemns her obsession with the past as unrealistic: her 
interests in Dead Languages and Shakespeare’s sources will get her nowhere in academic 
circles (Goodnight 64). Constance postulates excitedly that “the Gustav Manuscript, 
when finally decoded, will prove the prior existence of two comedies by an unknown 
author, comedies that Shakespeare plundered and made over ersatz tragedies! It is an 
irresistible — if wholly repugnant — thought” (Goodnight 15). It must be noted that 
Constance does not manage to interpret or translate The Gustav Manuscript, she can only 
experience it through the time warp. Represented by the Gustav Manuscript, the past 
cannot be deciphered and remains “imagined, as idealised through memory and desire” 
(Hutcheon, Irony 195).  
It is clear that Constance’s experience of the play is refracted by her desire to 
project herself onto Desdemona and Juliet. Through re-imaging Desdemona as a warrior, 
Constance appropriates her empowerment to overcome her own feelings of victimisation 
by patriarchy, symbolised by Professor Night. At the same time, re-reading Juliet as an 
infatuated young girl rather than a tragic heroine helps Constance objectively examine her 
problematic relationship with Professor Night. At the end of the play, Constance realises 
that “only a Wise Fool could turn a tragedy to comedy” (88) and since the trajectory of 
both plays change due to her intervention, she surmises that she is “The Fool and the 
Author” (88). Through this transformation, Constance’s adaptation of Romeo and Juliet 
and Othello into romance genres is compared to Shakespeare’s adaptations of their earlier 
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sources. MacDonald herself turns Shakespeare’s two tragedies into one comedy, 
Goodnight and the play is an analogy of adaptation: through revisiting the hypotext, and 
making sources fit new genres, contemporary authors and readers become the paradoxical 
“Wise Fool” who turns “tragedy to comedy”. 
Having access only to an “imagined” and “idealised” past, critics and readers face 
obvious limitations. The Chorus at the end of the play confirms that the events of the play 
are only part of Constance’s “subconscious dreamy thought” (Goodnight 89). The 
director’s note also clearly states that “Desdemona and Juliet [are] archetypes of 
[Constance’s] life, her self in a dream” (“Introduction”, Goodnight xiii).  But her 
“subconscious” adventures still have the uncanny ability to transform her lived reality; 
upon returning to her office, Constance finds that her pen has turned to “solid gold, 
feather and all” (Goodnight 88), evoking the conventional image of Shakespeare’s quill.  
The lack of resolution of The Gustav Manuscript circles highlights the tensions 
inherent in interpretation by questioning the extent to which literary analysis and 
interpretation are merely a matter of imposing the reader’s desire on the mute literary 
text. A conservative Shakespearean critic, Gary Taylor, has expressed cynicism about the 
way readers try to force meaning into Shakespeare’s texts or co-opt them for political 
purposes: “critical paradigms” in literary study are merely “a product of the historical 
moment and critics are bound to use them to tell stories about themselves” (Taylor qtd. in 
Bennett 27). If the source, or the text, is merely a means to tell a “story” about the 
present, is an “interpretation” merely an individual academic (re-)writing the story and 
projecting him or her self as a character in the play? This tendency for “objective” literary 
criticism to reveal more about the critic than the play has been termed the “Hamlet 
effect”; Garber has observed how “[r]eaders, scholars and actors, have over the years 
consistently identified with the character of Hamlet, finding in his gifts and his foibles an 
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image of themselves” (201). If critical interpretation is indeed projection, then criticism 
loses its value since it is “creative” and “subjective” rather than “objective”. Instead of 
rejecting interpretation as subjective, Goodnight celebrates the creative aspects of 
adaptation as a means by which writers are conferred with the creative license to re-write 
Shakespeare’s texts and their own lives.  
This chapter has attempted to chart three different perceptions of the past. The 
past is initially presented as stable and closed in Fortier’s parallel narrative. Evoking 
Shakespeare’s sources, however, suggests the inherent instability of the past since the 
historical or literary texts by which we understand the past are problematic. Lastly, 
Goodnight suggests that the past is just as open-ended as the present since all 
interpretation of the source is mere projection; nostalgic communication is simply a 
means by which contemporary writers project their present desires onto a mute past.  
The way experience and creativity can open up new possibilities for 
understanding the past is likewise emphasized in Harper’s The Juliet Club. At the same 
time, it demonstrates how the structures of Romeo and Juliet can find an equivalent in the 
present. Like the two warring houses of Capulet and Montague, Professoressa Marchese, 
a tenured literature professor at the University of Verona, is Kate’s father’s “most bitter 
rival” (25). The novel uses the metaphor of the warring houses to set up a structural 
binary. Marchese and Sanderson also exemplify the divergence of intellectual and 
imaginative responses to Shakespeare and their intense rivalry is also a parody perhaps of 
the antagonism and competition in the field of Shakespeare studies. While Kate’s father 




published The Shakespeare Secret, an outrageous novel based on the life of 
Shakespeare (about which almost nothing is known). Given the lack of 
actual facts, she had felt free to set forth the proposition that Shakespeare 
had been the leader of a covert group of alchemists who had discovered the 
key to immortality and that he had, in fact, never died, but still lived among 
mortals, collecting material for his next play. (Club 26) 
Narrated from the perspective of Kate, Sanderson’s daughter, Marchese’s fiction initially 
seems “outrageous”. However, since the contemporary reader cannot access the past 
merely through texts, all critical interpretation is, to an extent, creative. In fact, 
imaginative approaches to Shakespeare’s plays and Shakespearean biography now 
occupy a respectable place between fictional adaptation and serious academic work. For 
example, the renowned New Historicist scholar Stephen Greenblatt produced Will in the 
World (2004), a speculative biography of Shakespeare based on Greenblatt’s knowledge 
of Shakespeare’s historical context. Though extensive in its scholarly detail, Greenblatt 
also emphasises the imaginative aspects of Will by starting the work with “Let us 
imagine” (1). 
However, Marchese’s fiction is clearly less viable than Greenblatt’s and Sanderson 
is disgusted that she has “achieved fame and fortune by cheapening the work of the 
greatest playwright the English Language has ever known” (36). On the other hand, 
Professor Marchese is sarcastic about Sanderson’s dry approach to Shakespeare (136). 
She argues that studying Romeo and Juliet should not be an “academic exercise” (125) 
but a “surrender to the experience” (161). Instead of going through formal textual 
analysis, Marchese encourages her students to immerse themselves in Italy, Italian 
traditions, and Shakespearean contexts. As part of the summer school program, the 
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members of the Juliet Club “answered letters, and danced, and rehearsed, and fenced” 
(320). The string of verbs emphasises practical means to experiencing the emotion and 
history of the play. One of the students’ main tasks is replying love letters that get sent to 
the Juliet Club, a real life organisation:   
The Juliet Club (or Il Club di Giulietta, as it’s known in Italy) was founded 
in Verona in 1972. Since then, the club has received thousands of letters 
every year from people of all ages around the world. The letters, which are 
all answered by volunteers, usually ask for love advice. Sometimes however, 
they simply tell the letter writer’s own love story. (Club 123) 
As the volunteers pass around letters for comments, “the tone of their advice ranged from 
blithely optimistic to doom-laden gloom” (189), their various personalities and 
experiences mean that they read the same situations differently. Interpretation of the love 
letters gets contentious and is likened to metaphorical war; just as Marchese and 
Sanderson are rival houses, the students’ varying responses to the first love letter cause a 
“din of battle” (135). The similarities between interpreting literary texts and Aunt Agony 
letters are reinforced by the language of the volunteers: they must use  “evidence” (132) 
to support their “theories” (133), as well as take into account the “subtext” of the letters 
(132) and the possibility of an “unreliable narrator” (133). As Kate is from the Sanderson 
house, her practical responses are an extension of her father’s matter-of-fact, textual 
approach to Shakespeare. Giacomo, the Romeo figure, is the son of Professor Marchese 
and his romantic nature mirrors his mother’s imaginative approach to Shakespeare, 





The Restorative Powers of Nostalgia 
Tourism, texts and literary interpretations fail as means of accurately or successfully 
accessing the past but The Juliet Club proposes that imagination and re-enactment can be 
an alternative solution to assuaging the contemporary desire for the past. This is 
premised, however, on Hutcheon’s notion that there is no “real” past. Although, 
conservative critics like the fictional Professor Sanderson might consider this position too 
permissive, it serves to liberate the contemporary reader from the burden of trying to 
rebuild an objective past. These Juliet hypertexts are considered “appropriations” rather 
than “adaptations”, and affect “a more decisive journey away from the informing source 
into a wholly new cultural product” (Sanders 26). If, like Marchese, adaptors are aware 
that their construction of the past is imaginative rather than factual, these texts can escape 
Jameson’s accusations of the “nostalgic mode”. Nostalgic communication can then be 
restorative instead of debilitating.   
Despite the many instances of irony, the Juliet hypertexts still value nostalgia 
since the act of engaging with it works  to “effect some corrective to the present” (Walvin 
qtd. in Bennett 5). It must be clear that it is not the past itself that contains restorative 
power, but the “psychic experience of nostalgia” that results in “the possibility of reviving 
an authentic, naturally better, and material past” (Bennett 7, italics mine).  The three texts 
demonstrate that it is not the past itself that changes the protagonists but the journey into 
that past that helps their self-development. Through their interactions with the past, the 
contemporary protagonists revive their belief in the value of love. The Juliet texts reward 
conservative characters, and readers, who continue to believe in “old-fashioned” ideas 
such as the value of literature, Shakespeare, love, and history. What is perceived as 
“inferior” in the present regains worth when juxtaposed against Shakespeare’s text. 
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Postmodern irony, cynicism and scepticism toward modern romance are dissolved 
through the experience of Italy and the past.  
The protagonists’ engagements with the texts eventually lead to positive 
consequences. Fortier’s Julie fails to retrieve the jewels but finds her first love, learns 
about her Italian familial roots, and reconciles with her sister. By educating her with the 
conventional wisdom that values surmount material treasures, Julie’s interaction with the 
perceived ideals of the Shakespearean past changes her outlook permanently. Likewise, 
through re-enacting the experiences of Romeo and Juliet, on the stage, and through the 
letters, Kate loses her cynicism and adopts Juliet’s belief in romantic love (Club 15). The 
principles associated with Romeo and Juliet — love, passion and innocence — are 
transferred to the deficient present through a sustained interaction with the past.  
Lastly, by playing with the conventions of Shakespeare’s dramatic modes, 
Goodnight demonstrates how generic transformations entail drastic changes to the 
narrative. Constance theorises that Romeo and Juliet and Othello are comedies in which 
“the Fool is conspicuous by his very absence, for these two tragedies turn on flimsy 
mistakes — a lost hanky, a delayed wedding announcement — mistakes too easily 
concocted and corrected by a Wise Fool” (Goodnight 14). However, as Fischlin and 
Fortier point out, Goodnight was “originally labelled a comical Shakespearean romance” 
(8). Through her intervention, Desdemona and Juliet are allowed to avoid tragedy. When 
tragedy is adapted into another mode — Shakespeare’s late romances like Cymbeline and 
The Tempest — this generic change produces a sense of reconciliation and redemption, as 
well as a sense of acceptance that one can never truly “know” the past. In the same way, 
by reframing the plays into comical Shakespearean romance, the process of adaptation 
allows reconciliation and redemption. Through Constance’s interactions with the source, 
she is likewise reconciled to her present and gains self-acceptance.  
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Despite its apparent stability, the past is a text that is as open-ended and subject 
to interpretation and change as the present. These texts, as demonstrated earlier, ironize 
certain aspects of nostalgia, forcing the recognition that the past is what we want to make 
of it. If, however, nostalgia allows for interaction and negotiation of an identity that might 
be positively influenced by this construction of the past, there is no reason that one cannot 
indulge in it. Despite all the complexities of attempting to gain access to the past, 
Shakespeare continues to remain out of reach and function as, borrowing Wilson’s term, a 
“sanctuary of meaning”.   
Perhaps the proliferation of nostalgic adaptation is an attempt to manage the 
uncertainty of postmodernity. Wilson has suggested that nostalgia is “especially likely to 
exist when a society is under pressure” (45) and nostalgic adaptations might function as a 
refuge or “sanctuary” for conservative readers and writers who find contemporary values 
disorienting. These texts appeal to readers who, like the protagonists, continue to believe 
in certain values that are now seen as passé and naive and through nostalgic 
communication, “what is perceived as ‘lost’ is reasserted by its cultural representation” 
(Bennett 3). These Juliet hypertexts reflect a deep sense of loss that the contemporary 
audiences feel toward traditional values, and should be read as an attempt to re-present 













In Suzanne Harper’s The Juliet Club, Tom, one of the American characters, has problems 
with the Italian girl he admires. When Professoressa Marchese encourages him, he rallies 
temporarily, but then remembers that the Professoressa is obsessed with Shakespeare. 
According to Tom, the excess of Shakespeare study “had probably totally messed with 
her head when it came to the real world” (228). Dejected, he reasons that the 
Professoressa probably imagined his personal situation to be “some kind of play” and 
though “[i]t would be nice if life were like Shakespeare, [Tom] was wise enough to know 
it wasn’t” (228). To Tom, a Shakespearean scholar or enthusiast runs the risk of 
conflating reality with fiction; it is more “wise”, or realistic, to understand that 
Shakespeare’s play is not the same as “real life”.  
The Professoressa then suggests that Tom read Shakespeare’s Henry V. Readers 
familiar with Henry V will recognise the parallels between Tom’s and Henry’s situation: 
both men are unfamiliar with the language that their love interest converses in. Despite 
his initial misgivings, Tom reads Henry V and is inspired when Henry successfully woos 
the French Catherine (5.2). After Tom finishes reading the play, he meets Dan, who 
insists that “Shakespeare always offers a solution to every problem” (310). Emboldened 
by Henry’s success and Dan’s affirmation, Tom gains the confidence to pursue his Italian 
love interest and eventually wins her heart. 
 This minor event in The Juliet Club serves as a fitting conclusion as it 
exemplifies the thesis’s main themes. Firstly, just as Henry V spoke directly to Tom’s 
unique situation, Shakespeare’s plays continue to possess a magical ability to speak 
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directly to individuals. In Chapter One, the thesis has demonstrated how Ophelia’s 
experiences in Hamlet map onto the experiences of the contemporary teenage girl.  
Chapter One also illustrates how the authors of the Ophelia hypertexts express a 
postfeminist position that rejects female passivity but also moderates extreme anger 
against men. These texts also engage with gender binaries in the Renaissance to engender 
space, action, and modes of expression. At the same time, the genre of the Young Adult 
novel, as a type of bildungsroman, encourages readers to grow vicariously through 
Ophelia’s experience. Rather than succumbing to despair, Ophelia overcomes her fear of 
abandonment, finds her own agency, and takes steps toward self-definition in the wake of 
the tragedy of Hamlet. In the same way, the Young Adult fictions anticipate that young 
readers will be able to better navigate their own real-life experiences of familial discord, 
romantic rejection, and self-empowerment. These Ophelia adaptations make 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet relevant to young teenage girls at the level of the individual.  
 The anecdote from The Juliet Club offers a second principle: Shakespeare’s work 
is not divorced, as Tom initially believes, from the “real world”. Chapter Two 
demonstrated how any distinction between the “real world” and the world of fiction is 
artificial. The Desdemona character fictions move out of the personal into the social, 
ultimately suggesting that adaptations of Shakespearean works involve engaging with 
specific society’s anxieties. In Not Now, Sweet Desdemona (1969), the act of 
interpretation is staged, illustrating how the line between the “reality” of Apartheid and 
the world of Othello is blurred. Instead of “messing” with someone’s head, Shakespeare 
can actually enable societies to metaphorically “wrap” their heads around current and 
urgent real-world issues. Through an engagement with Shakespeare’s Othello, the authors 
of the Desdemona hypertexts address important issues like race, feminism, and class and  
portray Desdemona as an upper-class white protagonist who oppresses other minority 
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positions. While this might seem like a reductive reading, and in some ways it is, what is 
significant is that in gendered or feminist adaptation, the women protagonists are no 
longer restricted to the role of the victim or heroine. It should also be noted that this is the 
only chapter that deals solely with dramatic texts, the significance being the theatre’s 
unique role in addressing local issues and rallying for political change. The fact that these 
plays were produced in countries familiar with postcolonial discourse — South Africa, 
Canada, and the United Kingdom — draws attention to Shakespeare’s ability to engage 
with different audiences in different social contexts.  
 Returning to the anecdote from The Juliet Club, Tom realises that the idealism 
associated with Shakespeare is life-affirming rather than naïve. In Chapter Three, 
nostalgia functions as a means through which the contemporary protagonist can re-
negotiate her identity in relation to tradition and romance, signified by Romeo and Juliet. 
In these three hypertexts, the contemporary protagonists are transported back to the 
historical or literary “past”, and continually attempt to access it. However, these attempts 
are futile as both historicity and tourism fail to convey an authentic past. The chapter 
addresses how irony enables a nostalgic text to escape Fredric Jameson’s accusation of 
functioning in the “nostalgia mode”: once there is the realisation that the past can only be 
“imagined” there is freedom to re-write the past through our contemporary lenses. In that 
sense, it is not the past, but the act of revisiting the past that effects a corrective on the 
present. As Dan from The Juliet Club states, “Shakespeare always offers a solution to 
every problem” (310); Shakespeare functions as a remedy for contemporary anxieties 
about change, materialism and pragmatism. These Juliet hypertexts serve as a reflection 
on and means of addressing the cultural anxieties surrounding the unsatisfactory present 
and a desirable past.  
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Clearly, the ideological dimensions of adaptation do not function independently 
from their narrative structures. Gendered adaptations are naturally invested in 
recuperating Shakespeare’s tragic female characters, but since the thesis is primarily 
interested in women’s perspectives, each chapter has attempted to highlight different 
aspects of contemporary women’s issues, anxieties and desires. In the first two chapters, 
the female protagonists strive to achieve partial, or total liberation from the traditional 
bounds of propriety prescribed by Shakespeare’s perceived conservative attitudes toward 
gender and race. The Ophelia hypertexts engage with female empowerment while not 
compromising on women’s desire for love, while the Desdemona hypertexts highlight 
alternate feminisms in the second-wave. While considered negative in the first two 
chapters, Shakespeare’s perceived conservatism becomes a positive quality in Chapter 
Three, with the Juliet hypertexts articulating contemporary women’s desire for an 
authentic love story untainted by postmodernist cynicism. Though not all the texts are 
decidedly “feminist”, the collective preoccupation with women’s issues constitutes an 
engagement with a kind of feminist consciousness. The continued engagement with 
Shakespeare’s plays as a means of negotiating contemporary women’s identities, 
demonstrates how they continue to bear relevance for the lives of readers and audiences 
today. 
Suggestions for future research 
Inevitably, the limited scope of a Masters thesis entails omitting other hypertexts focused 
on Ophelia, Desdemona, and Juliet. Some of these texts are notable for the ways in which 
they reinforce certain overarching themes of the thesis. For example, Kevin Burgen’s 
Ophelia Returns (2009) employs a revisionist approach toward characters like Ophelia, 
Juliet, Desdemona, and Lady Macbeth that parallels Ann-Marie MacDonald’s Goodnight 
Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet) (1988). Like MacDonald’s play, Burgen transforms 
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the passive Desdemona and the love-struck Juliet into a war-mongering woman and 
flighty teenager respectively. Stephen Berkoff’s The Secret Love Life of Ophelia (2001), 
an epistolary play that stages the exchange of love letters between Hamlet and Ophelia in 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet, also engages with the romantic reunion by proposing that 
Hamlet’s sudden willingness to meet his end (5.1) stems from a desire to be reunited with 
Ophelia in the afterlife.  
Another Desdemona hypertext that might be worth studying is Toni Morrison’s 
play, Desdemona (2011), directed by Peter Sellars, currently not in print. Morrison’s play 
explores the intimate relationship between Desdemona and Barbary, the black nursemaid 
who brought her up, and would have been an interesting juxtaposition to the other texts 
discussed in Chapter Two since it presents a more positive depiction of the relationship 
between white and black women. Centered on Rosalind’s experience, Sharman 
Macdonald’s After Juliet (1999) is unique in that it reframes the Romeo and Juliet 
narrative from the perspective of a minor female character rather than the female 
protagonist. The historiographic elements of Romeo and Juliet discussed in Chapter 
Three are also articulated in David Gray’s Escape to Verona (2011) while Suzanne 
Selfor’s Saving Juliet (2008) also features a female protagonist who travels back into the 
Romeo and Juliet narrative to try to change the tragic trajectory of the play.  
Other possibilities include comparing the character fictions of Shakespeare’s 
older female characters against the younger female characters discussed in this thesis. 
This would be interesting since the younger female characters are often depicted as 
passive while figures like Hamlet’s Gertrude and Macbeth’s Lady Macbeth are often 
vilified: Gertrude for her sexual aggression and Lady Macbeth for her political ambitions. 
These hypertexts would probably deal with different themes such as governance, political 
power, and marriage. Some character fictions to consider are Susan King’s Lady 
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Macbeth: A Novel (2009), Lisa Klein’s Lady Macbeth’s Daughter (2009) and Maggie 
Power’s Lady Macbeth’s Tale (2008). For Gertrude hypertexts, one could look at John 
Updike’s Gertrude and Claudius (2000), Howard Barker’s Gertrude — The Cry (2002) 
and Lillie Buffum Chace Wyman’s pre-feminist fiction, Gertrude of Denmark: An 
Interpretative Romance (1924). Another kind of character fiction that might interest 
scholars is Tim Couch’s dramatic series catered to children: I, Caliban, I, Peaseblossom, 
I, Banquo and I, Malvolio explore the Shakespearean plays from the first-person 
perspective through the form of the dramatic monologue. 
 The character fictions discussed in this thesis are significant cultural records and 
social commentaries on the way contemporary women negotiate ideas of female agency, 
oppression, and desires. Adaptations are becoming an increasingly important aspect of 
Shakespeare study and in turn, this field of study is gaining critical attention in diverse 
areas such as Popular Culture, Mass and New Media Studies, and Cultural Studies. 
Adaptation studies have also moved beyond metafictional or metatheatrical commentary 
on Shakespeare’s text itself. These texts are cultural products that demonstrate how each 
new generation of women attempts to redefine Shakespeare from their perspective, and 
end up “project[ing] contemporary desires and anxieties onto his work” (Marsden 1). Just 
as the adaptations make Shakespeare “fit” the contemporary contexts, the contemporary 
age continues to make sense of itself through an engagement with Shakespeare.  
It is arguable that Cowden Clarke’s novellas also function as the hypotexts for 
these contemporary adaptations. Writing against Shakespeare’s plays, Girlhood set in 
place a matrilineal literary lineage that these contemporary writers write within and 
against. Character fictions are expressions of historical development, social progress, and 
changing attitudes. At the end of the day, they express the desire to witness the narrative 
possibilities that can arise from Shakespeare’s interaction with different political agendas, 
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feminist ideas, genres, and contemporary concerns. Of course, beyond the literary, 
Shakespearean adaptation is becoming increasingly ubiquitous in anime, manga and new 
media forms such new publishing technology. It is perhaps in this way that adaptation 
ultimately enables new expressive and interpretative dimensions to Shakespeare’s plays, 
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